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FROM THE EDITOR

REASON FOR OPTIMISM
Millions of U.S. households are learning that our pets play a major
role in helping us to cope with stress.

T

hese last few months have been highly
stressful, to say the least. I often wonder if I’m taking my life in my own
hands just to accomplish the most mundane
of errands—a trip to the post office, gas station or supermarket—feels tantamount to
playing a game of Russian roulette. But
through it all, I’ve found much-needed comfort in my pets.
There’s a sense of peace and contentment
at the sight of my dogs as their barking announces that Daddy has arrived home. I’m
thankful to have them, and happily stop what
I’m doing to play tug of war with Vicki or
fetch with Eeyore. I truly appreciate the moments of hope that they give me during these
troubling times.
The events of the past few months
demonstrate how quickly life can change. Our
daily routines, personal lives, business life and
the economy have been turned upside down.
Pet Age continues to keep you connected to
your colleagues in the pet care industry. We’ve
been using our multiple platforms—our print

magazine, digital content, email newsletters,
ZOOM webinars, LinkedIn and social media
channels—to help share stories, products and
news items as well as best practices.
While life hasn’t been easy, there’s a reason
for optimism. The pet care industry has been
playing an important role in the 85 million
pet-owning households in the country. And
as the public continues to foster, adopt and
acquire companion animals, that’s not about
to change. Among the consistent sectors that
are seeing strong sales are food, treats, health
supplements, toys and grooming products.
Known for her moments on the movie
screen, Bo Derek, the subject of this month’s
cover story, is not new to the pet care industry. A lifelong advocate for all animals and an
unabashed dog lover, Derek has spent more
than 20 years perfecting her line of pet grooming products. Talking to Derek wasn’t what I
expected, as she comes across as genuine with
an optimism that can be contagious. It’s also
obvious that she stands behind the Bo Derek
Pet Care product line, which was developed
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for her own dogs.
We’re also proud to present the 2020
Food & Treat Guide, which this year examines the innovations that many of today’s
manufacturers have incorporated into their
food and treat lines. This issue also includes
a Pet of the Month spotlight on the Holland
lop bunny and the appropriate products for
this adorable critter, along with profiles on
Ukraine-based COLLAR Company and Garden of the Paws, a Colorado pet store that’s
been flourishing during the pandemic. You
can also expect to find a variety of Management columns, including Amy P. Castro detailing how manufacturers have been stepping
up to assist retailers and John Mack reporting
on the legal news that’s impacting reptile sales
in Florida.
As always, we thank you for letting us into
your lives. We hope you enjoy this issue, and
future issues, of Pet Age.
Glenn A. Polyn
Editor
gpolyn@petage.com
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PURPLE IS THE
NEW GREEN
Help dogs feel better faster with this
grease-free, pill-hiding treat that goes
down without a problem!

COMPACT DESIGN
FITS MOST TABLETS
AND CAPSULES

ADDED PROBIOTICS
GREASE-FREE
CALORIES PER HIDER
CONTACT YOUR DISTRIBUTOR TODAY!
®

PET OF THE MONTH

HOLLAND
LOP BUNNY

Fun Fact:

Maximum Size: Between two and four pounds.

The breeding process to create the Holland lop
bunny began in 1949 and took more than a decade
to complete, with original breeds including French
lops, Netherland dwarfs and an English lop.

Average Lifespan: 7 to 14 years
Food: Like with other rabbit breeds, hay makes up
the build of a lop bunny’s diet. Rabbit-specific pellets will add necessary vitamins and minerals. Treats
should include fruit and vegetables among the ingredients
Habitat: Lop bunnies can flourish in a hutch or cage,
but the environment needs to be spacious, easy to
clean and not difficult for the animal to enter and
exit to allow for ample exercise and social time out
of the hutch or cage. Any environment should be
equipped with a feed hopper and watering system.
Personality: This species of rabbit is active and energetic. It’s friendly but will resist being picked up
and held.

Oxyfresh Cage Cleaner
www.oxyfresh.com

Kaytee Timothy Biscuits
www.kaytee.com

Science Selective House Rabbit Food
www.supremepetfoods.com
Wabbitat Deluxe Rabbit Home
www.midwesthomes4pets.com
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GOING THE
EXTRA MILE

O

The industry supports
retailers during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
BY AMY CASTRO

ne rallying cry that we've all
heard the past few months as the
COVID-19 pandemic continues
to impact not only the health of our communities, but businesses, as well, is “We’re
all in this together." However, for the pet
industry, the concept of working together
to serve the customer and help pet businesses survive has never been more evident.
As retailers have struggled with closed
businesses, curbside-only service, and fewer
customers shopping, many manufacturers
and distributors have really stepped in to
help like never before.
UNDERSTANDING BOUNDARIES

Amy P. Castro, MA, is a business, leadership and communication expert, author
and speaker who helps organizations develop leaders and build amazing teams
one person at a time. She works with pet
industry professionals who want to grow
their loyal customer base by building a
“Best in Show” team that can deliver a
5-Star Customer Experience. Amy is also
the president of Starlight Outreach and
Rescue, a nonprofit rescue in the Houston, Texas, area, and she has personally
fostered more than 1,000 shelter pets.
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Courtney Roos, manager of Petapoluza
Pet Supply and Grooming in Seattle, said
her manufacturers have been very supportive during the COVID-19 pandemic, not
only by helping boost sales and customer
engagement, but also by being very respectful and understanding of boundaries and
limitations regarding coming into the store.
“All of our manufacturers have been
great in helping out with anything we
need, from sending lots of samples to helping with social media,” she said. “Stella and
Chewy’s is always great, but has been especially helpful now by providing us with free
product. So many people are struggling to
make ends meet, so being able to provide
them with discounted or even free food is
really great.”
She continued by noting that ZIWI
Peak has been very supportive with social
media posts.
“When customers can’t come into the
store, social media is one of the ways we try
to keep them engaged,” Roos explained.
“By boosting our posts, they help keep us
in front of people.” According to Roos,
GreenLine, a maker of biodegradable poop
bags, has also been a standout performer
by providing samples and other support
for Petapoluza’s curbside pickup incentives.
“Their support is especially meaningful
because they’re a small business themselves,
but they’re still willing to help out another
small business,” she said.
Amanda Wilbourne, the owner of The
Nautical Dog in Williamsburg, Virginia,
also had good things to say about food

and treat maker Stella & Chewy’s.
“We’ve had a lot who have helped us
out, but Stella and Chewy’s has been extremely helpful,” Wilbourne explained. “I
have a very good relationship with my sales
rep Kendra, so that’s helped a lot. They’ve
done some BOGOs for me, and have also
been very generous with samples. These
were especially great to have when we were
doing curbside service. It was nice to be
able to give a sample to everyone.”
Wilbourne said Stella and Chewy’s also
supported a recent event at the store, with
a sales rep presenting information as well
as handing out samples. She said that kind
of support isn’t new, but considering the
times, it was nice that they were willing to
come out and be there. She said Koha was
another manufacturer that had been extremely generous.
“They gave us lots of cans and pouches
when we were only doing curbside service
for two months,” she said. “We gave out
samples with all food sales.”
Wilbourne mentioned being concerned
about vendors’ willingness and ability to
support in-store events because so many
of them have faced budget cuts due to the
economic impact of COVID-19. However,
she found the opposite was true.
“We have a big event at the end of August that we were supposed to do in July,
but we had to postpone,” Wilbourne recalled. “Normally we ask for samples to
go in our swag bags and everyone always
participates. I was concerned that our companies might not be able to participate, but
actually the opposite happened. We’ve had
a lot more things given to us than we normally have.”
Lotus and Earth Animal were two other companies Wilbourne mentioned that
were extremely generous in providing product and samples for her event swag bags.
On the topic of how manufacturer
samples and giveaways have impacted her
store’s bottom line, Wilbourne wasn’t shy
in her response.
“Yes!” she exclaimed. “One week Stella
and Chewy’s gave us a ton of Meal Mixers
samples to give out with every purchase.
People who normally only bought kibble or
treats have started to buy Meal Mixers like
crazy. All the free stuff that we’ve given out

has created sales from those items.”
With her business being back to allowing customers inside the store, Wilbourne
stated that her staff members are continuing some of the practices they started when
they were only doing curbside sales.
“We’re continuing to give out those
freebies because we noticed that giving
out the samples has made an impact on
the sales of those particular products,” she
said, adding that her manufacturers are
still supportive of her efforts because they
equate to increased sales. “We’ve also started an item of the week with manufacturers’ support and we run a sale on those. It’s
not like I couldn’t do that before COVID,
but the things we’ve set in place because of
COVID, have us thinking outside the box
and getting out of our comfort zone.”
Wilbourne also echoed Roos’ pleasant
surprise at the level of support she’s received.
“We are getting more support than we
ever had, and it’s especially surprising since

many manufacturers’ budgets have been
cut or they’re being cautious about spending because they don’t know what the future holds,” Wilbourne said. “It’s amazing
that people have been more willing and
more generous than ever despite that.”
DISTRIBUTORS STEPPING UP

It’s not only manufacturers who are
helping out in this difficult time though.
Many distributors have stepped up to help
retailers during the pandemic as well. Jen
Roberts, project manager at Choice Pet
Products said her company has maintained a higher than normal inventory
since the beginning of the pandemic to
ensure retailers have the products in stock
that their customers want. The company also offers contactless delivery for the
health and safety of retailers and their customers. Choice Pet Products is also providing assistance for struggling retailers
as well.

“We offer extended payment terms for
those who qualify and a low minimum order. We’re also partnering with vendors on
promos so retailers get more value from
their orders,” said Roberts.
Bob Sledzinski, VP of Independent
Retail Sales and Operations at Choice Pet
Products, added that everyone has been
maintaining current promotion structures
giving extra incentives here and there and
that some of the larger brands that have access to extra promotional cash have offered
a little bit more.
Additionally, he’s seen more Astro promotions being offered to the consumer
at the cash register and advertising geared
more towards that.
“I think the brands see the value in
pushing the consumer to the retailers for
the products rather than giving the promotion to the store,” he noted. “With stores
struggling to get the consumer in the door,
this allows the brands to help drive the consumer back into the stores.” PA
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FLORIDA
LEGAL WOES
Matching a customer
with the right pet is of
vast importance.
BY JOHN MACK

John Mack is the founder and CEO of
Reptiles by Mack. He is also the vice-chair
for PIJAC and is on the PIJAC Zoonosis
Diseases Committee. His Ohio-based
company is widely recognized as one of
the largest reptile breeders and suppliers
in the USA today.
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ith so much going on throughout the world these days,
it’s hard not to be transfixed
on the news. However, in between daily
COVID-19 updates, analysis of the upcoming presidential election, and coverage
of the nationwide protest movement, some
significant reptile-based news has slipped in.
And, most certainly, the new laws concerning
reptile sales in Florida could certainly use an
additional critique.
In March 2020, the Florida legislature
passed a bill which would make it illegal
to possess, import, trade, sell or breed both
green iguanas and tegu lizards, both of which
have been notable staples within the reptile
trade for years. While similar bills failed to
pass committee in 2019, 2018 and 2017,
this bill was signed into law at the end of
June by Florida Governor Ron DeSantis.
Florida has a long and difficult history
within the reptile trade, as the warm, wet
climate is quite favorable to many species
of snakes and lizards. As such, animals that
have escaped or have been (unwisely) released
into the wild, can unfortunately thrive and
breed, pushing native species out of their
native habitats. Burmese pythons, particularly, are viewed as an invasive species by the
Florida Fish and Wildlife Commission, but a
special license has allowed inspected, heavily
regulated facilities to conduct limited business with this and a few other reptiles species
for over a decade. That successful program is
also now banned under a separate condition
of the new law and these businesses must
close operations without compensation. The
United States Association of Reptile Keepers
(USARK) has railed against this unconstitutional governance.
Unfortunately, this has had a detrimental affect on Floridian reptile retailers. In a
February 2020 article in the Gainesvillle
Sun, Underground Reptiles owner Rian
Gittman estimated the loss to be so great
that he would likely have to lay off upwards
of two dozen employees, to say nothing of
the possibility of criminal charges for his
already extant stock of iguanas. While the
passed legislation does grandfather in selected, previously-licensed reptile retailers,
the economic impact of this bill is certainly
detrimental to a still-burgeoning segment of
the pet industry.

As pet retailers, we must continue to be
diligent in advocating against these forms
of legislations, as additional restrictions
continue to push down the slippery slope
of over-legislation. Even stores that do not
stock tegus, iguanas, or pythons can see their
businesses impacted by these laws, as they
reshape the economic realities of reptile supply and demand. Stores that can no longer
stock iguanas, for example, will likely move
into other reptiles, increasing demand on
those species, which breeders and suppliers
are already struggling to provide.
However, further diligence must occur
at the point of retailer-customer interaction. More than ever, it becomes imperative for pet retailers to ensure that a given
reptile is the best possible fit for a given
customer. Tegus, for instance, can grow to
be particularly large—average size for these
lizards is between three and four feet long,
with some growing up to five feet long and
weighing almost 40 pounds. While docile,
their sheer size can make their future housing requirements, and the costs involved,
difficult for those with limited budgets who
live in small apartments.
The onus lies on us within the pet industry to match the best possible pet to the
best possible customer. This means staying
educated on the species you carry in stock.
This means teaching your staff on how to
speak to customers, how to intelligently
question and provide animals of best fit to
your customers. Fortunately, the tools and
resources exist and are readily available via
the PIJAC program Habitattitude.
In the end, as a pet retailer, you want a customer that will come back to your store time
after time for their pet supplies. You want a
customer with whom you can build a rapport, so that you can meet their needs while
simultaneously serving as an expert, able to
answer their questions accurately and intelligently. Yes, you may make an animal sale
to a customer unable to provide the proper
level of care or attention to their new reptile.
But, in doing so, you set that customer up
for disappointment, rather than love. And, in
a worst case scenario, that leads directly to a
former pet being left out in the wild, rather
than kept in a loving home. Match the pet to
the customer, and laws like those in Florida
may never gain momentum. PA
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PANDEMIC
PUPPIES
Your retail location can
be the go-to expert in
puppy training.
BY JAMIE POPPER

With a formal education in canine conditioning and strength training, Jamie
Popper has been working within the pet
training industry since 2011. She is a registered therapy dog evaluator and has
collaborated with the Orlando Health
therapy dog program on curriculum and
program development. Since 2015, Jamie
has dedicated herself full-time to Blue-9
Pet Products, where she is involved with
the development and overall growth of
the company.
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ith more time at home, many
people are adopting or purchasing young dogs and asking
“when should I start training my puppy?”
Service dog trainers and responsible breeders start working with puppies when they are
just three days old. Programs such as Puppy
Culture, Early Neurological Stimulation and
AviDog outline age-appropriate exercises to
complete with puppies while they are still with
the mother.
Retailers can establish themselves as experts and develop customer loyalty by providing free educational resources for new puppy
owners. Consider establishing an email list
to send out training tips and resources. Collaborating with a professional dog trainer to
host “Ask the Trainer” sessions in your store
can attract new customers as they purchase
recommended products from the session.
So what should we be training our dogs
as soon as we get them home? While many
owners are eager to work on potty training or
obedience skills such as sit, down, and stay,
there is more to puppy rearing than that.

REINFORCING BEHAVIORS

CONFIDENCE IS KEY

OBEDIENCE SKILLS

Socialization is a top priority for new
puppies. We want to consistently expose our
dogs to new stimuli in a wide variety of environments. We must do this carefully and
thoughtfully to create a confident and resilient puppy. Allowing puppies to see novel or
potentially scary things at a distance and reinforcing them for calm or inquisitive behaviors
will create a dog that doesn’t startle easily. We
should allow puppies to engage with the items
on their owner terms; never pushing the puppy past their comfort zone or flooding them
with scary stimuli.
With social distancing suggestions in place
for the foreseeable future, it can be challenging to socialize our dogs in ways that we were
once guided to. Previous socialization protocols called for playing with lots of different
dogs and being greeted or petted by a wide
variety of people. While this is not inherently
bad, it can create a dog that is overexcited to
greet people and dogs. Teaching our dogs to
passively observe people and dogs will create
a stable temperament with our dogs. Taking puppies to dog-friendly parks, and people-watching is one safe way to get started.

Pet owners are often curious about basic obedience skills. Life-saving cues such as
“Come” and “Leave It” are critical cues to
teach and can keep the puppy out of trouble.
Teach your dog to respond to their name and
come racing back to you. A fun exercise to try
in a fenced back yard is to call the puppy by
name, and then turn and run away from them
when they look to you. Reinforce the puppy
with a high-value treat when they catch up to
you. Leave It should be taught in small approximations. Start with a cookie in one fist.
Show the hand to the puppy and say “Leave
it.” When the puppy stops investigating the
cookie hand, mark with a clicker and reinforce
with the opposite hand. Gradually build to
being able to set the cookie on the ground
without the puppy stealing it.
To find a professional trainer, I recommend checking the trainer look up features
at ccpdt.org or apdt.com. Working with a
professional to offer educational session or
provide written tip sheets for your customers
can help establish your retail location as the
go-to expert in the area and build customer
loyalty. PA

Positive reinforcement training helps build
behaviors in our dogs. I’m a fan of wearing a
treat pouch and reinforcing the behaviors I
like and want to see continue. For example,
if I find my puppy relaxing in the house, I’ll
quietly walk over and drop a treat in front of
it. They may pop up and follow me around
after that, but I’ll just wait for another calm
behavior before dropping a treat again. Similarly, if I find my puppy making good choices
around the cat, or choosing to quietly observe
the people walking past the front window, or
ignoring the plate of food I left on the coffee
table, I’ll reinforcethose good behaviors.
Reinforcement by design increases the
frequency of the behavior. An alternative to
wearing a treat pouch is to have small jars
of treats or kibble strategically placed where
problem behaviors may occur, such as the
front door, in the kitchen, or near the dining
room. By reinforcing good behaviors, or the
absence of problem behaviors early on you are
likely to avoid serious issues later.
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THE REAL
PROFIT

T

Your brand should be
considerd more valuable
than your salary.
BY DUSTIN SIGGINS

Dustin Siggins is the founder and CEO of
the publicity firm Proven Media Solutions.
Previously a journalist published more
than 3,000 times, he has also served as
director of communications for the Pet
Industry Joint Advisory Council (PIJAC).
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om Brady may be football’s
greatest all-time player. He has
six Super Bowl wins, nine Super
Bowl appearances and over a dozen other significant records. But you wouldn’t
know it from his salary.
Now playing in Tampa Bay, Brady
was the NFL’s 18th-highest paid quarterback in 2019, earning less than half
of the Seattle Seahawks’ Russell Wilson.
His total earnings barely cracked the top
five of Boston-based athletes. Brady said
that was fine because by giving the New
England Patriots room in the salary cap,
he had “a competitive advantage” to put
“a lot of good players around me.”
Like Michael Jordan, who earns $145
million per year and is worth $1.9 billion two decades after retirement, Brady
knows that his team’s success is more
valuable to his long-term brand earnings
than any salary. There are two major reasons for this.
The first is that Super Bowls are unattainable if all you have is a great quarterback. Brady didn’t win Super Bowl
LIV. That was Patrick Mahomes, whose
team was in the top five last year for total offense, passing and defense against
the rush. Brady, meanwhile, struggled all
year with poor receivers, a weak offensive
line and slightly reduced skills.
The successful CEO likewise will
find, attract and develop the right team
to win regular season, then playoff, and
finally Super Bowl-level contracts. There
may be some hiccups, challenges and
failures along the way, but the company
will thrive under leadership that knows
how to create follower-leaders.
The second reason comes from the
first: Winning creates immense brand
value. By reinvesting salary cap space to
the rest of the roster, Brady and the Patriots kept winning Super Bowls. Brady
stayed healthy enough to break all sorts
of records.
The business version of this is done
by the world’s top CEOs. Warren Buffett earns $100,000 per year, and Twitter’s Jack Dorsey earns just one dollar
per year. But they both invest heavily
in their companies’ successes through
tomorrow’s stock options and other

earnings opportunities. Their delayed
gratification strategy has turned their
company’s brands into their personal
brands—just like Brady is much more
than just the Patriots’ quarterback, and
Jordan is more than just an aged former
basketball player.
Small-business owners can begin this
delayed gratification strategy on Day
One of their company’s life cycle. This
has a number of benefits to the company’s long-term success:
• The company will have little or no
debt.
• Cash reserves will be high for planned
and unplanned purchases.
• “Salary cap” space can be used to
build the right team.
• The company is protected from slow
seasons and recessions.
• There is room for mistakes like hiring
the wrong person.
• The CEO has an emotional cushion
to focus on long-term strategy instead
of worrying about next month’s payroll.
For the successful business owner,
this patient discipline will pay off over
time. A modest salary now could turn
into a much larger salary several years
into the company’s life cycle. Or, for the
small business like an inn or restaurant,
the owner’s financial windfall may happen when he or she sells and retires.
This message may be most important
for entrepreneurs under the age of 35,
who have grown up watching people like
Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg become
wealthy before age 30. However, one
study found that the average self-made
millionaire doesn’t reach that lofty perch
until they have worked for 32 years.
“Stop Acting Rich…And Start Living
Like a Real Millionaire” author Timothy Stanley wrote that his mid-aughts
research showed the average self-made
millionaire reaches that status in their
mid-40s.
Jordan made about $90 million as
a player; he’s worth over 20 times that
now. Brady is on that same path to
success. The small-business owner can
emulate them by using modest salaries
to set the stage for much larger payoffs
later. PA

WHAT’S IN STORE

garden of the paws

A PERSONAL
APPROACH

“disinfectant mode” for up to five days after
being fogged. Two, our customers are loyal and
care about how we are doing. Their support
has overwhelmed me with emotion when they
ask at checkout, “How are you doing, Blake?
We love you and all that you stand for. Keep
up the great work. We are here for you.” It seriously does not get any better than that, and
it reminds me that I have an outstanding team
here at the Garden.

Garden of the Paws creates
a shopping ‘experience.’

P

et Age recently spoke with Blake Gipson, owner of Garden of the Paws in
Colorado, to learn how he’s been able
to flourish during these difficult times.
What determined the store design
for Garden of the Paws?
A: I wanted a “Colorado feel” with reclaimed

wood accents and nice, wide aisles. I wanted
bright and airy. I decided to install hydroponic
garden towers throughout the store for people to
pick fresh herbs from. We also have a very Zen
feel with therapeutic, pet-friendly essential oils
wafting through the store. When people come
in, a common reaction is “Wow, this feels good!”
This lets me know I’m on the right track for this
to be a nice experience for my loyal customers.
How have you been able to overcome the pandemic?
A: We continue to thrive during the pandemic

for two reasons. One, we follow and exceed
CDC and PACFA protocols for cleanliness and
employ a probiotic disinfectant solution using
a fogging mechanism. The surfaces remain in
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Why do you feel it’s important to
have a strong store manager?
A: A strong store manager leads by exam-

ple, sets expectations with staff, ensures staff
members are properly trained on nutrition and
supplements, plus we have regular educational
meetings with each of our manufacturers on a
regular basis. A strong store manager also knows
what products are best for us to carry for our
location and customers. Garden of the Paws
has an amazing manager by the name of Chris
Stahl. Chris has a sixth sense that incorporates
all of the above along with a strong knowledge
of our products and placement, which is key in
keeping our merchandise moving.
What is the grooming experience
that you offer customers?
A: We consider the grooming experience a

partnership with each of our customers. When
the customer enters the store, they check-in
at the back bar area and our groomers meet

with them for a consultation. Notes are taken,
hair length charts are shown to the customer so they decide the length of the coat they
want. Then the dog or cat is given a treat or
two and is taken to the “spa.” Special calming
oils are diffused in the spa. Garden of the Paws
takes a personal approach through the entire
process—one pet at a time and there are no
kennels. The groomer gives all of his/her attention to the pet on the table, calls the owner 15
minutes prior to finishing so the owner has the
ability to be at the store and ready to pick up
their pet. Our customers truly appreciate this
entire experience.
What are some of the brands and
products that have proven to be
popular with your customers?
A: Nature’s Logic provide an array of nutrition-

ally complete diets for dogs and cats along with
outstanding supplemental products and treats.
Zignature and its Essence dog food lines are
helpful to us when it comes to dogs with stomach sensitivities and allergies. For cats, nothing
tops Fussy Cat dry and canned foods. And we
have an excellent line of raw diets in Tiki Cat
Raw and OC Raw dog. Another outstanding
brand for us is Open Farm. Humanely and sustainably sourced, the brand knows where every
ingredient in its food comes from and can trace
it to the exact farm of origin. These manufacturers invest their time and knowledge in helping us to pass along highlights of their complete
dog and cat diets to our customers. PA

Live, Love, Help When You Can

WOOL is...
“Oh my gosh I can’t say
enough good things about
these! … They go INSANE for
these fish! I am going to order
bulk of these and maybe some
other shapes as soon as the
current ones are destroyed.
The best part is that they’re
natural. I love that!”

“The cutest and
sturdiest eco friendly
non toxic woolen cat
beds. My cats love
their cat face cat
cave and fight over
who gets to sleep in
it. I may need to get
another!”

Review, Fish Toys

Review, Facebook

Keeps
insides
clean

Scrapes
plaque
off teeth

Moisturizes fur
and paws

“OMG, this is so stinkin’ cute! Looks like
something straight out of Whoville!!
”
Comment, Instagram
Natural Style & Comfort

|

Original Design

|

Purposeful Business

Member of
Distinctly Himalayan
Rhinebeck, NY & Kathmandu, Nepal

distinctlyhimalayan.com
Tel (US) 1.845.876.6331

STOCKROOM

new products

Editor’s Choice
Bacon Pop-Its Freeze-Dried Treats
Stewart Pro-Treats is launching its patent-pending Stewart Bacon Pop-Its Freeze-Dried Dog Treats. This treat line
will add sizzle to store shelves, since it’s the only treat with
USDA-certified bacon as the first ingredient. Stewart’s Bacon
Pop-Its Treats offer dogs more protein, fewer ingredients, less
calories and no artificial flavors, colors, preservatives, corn,
wheat or soy.
www.stewartpet.com

Scruffs Knightsbridge Collection
Scruffs Knightsbridge Collection provides an opulent
environment for your pet to relax. Featuring an antique effect, eco-leather fabric with a deep-filled 100
percent polyester center to ensure your pet remains
as comfortable as can be. The matching outer stitching achieves a coherent finish and detailing across
each bed. This collection is available in three styles;
Mattresses, Cat Igloos & Blankets.
www.petslovescruffs.com

ElleVet Soft Gels
ElleVet Soft Gels come in two sizes–745
mg and 2,325 mg–and are easy to administer to a pet. These soft gels are
filled with the same ElleVet Complete
Oil that retailers and consumers have
come to trust. The soft gels eliminate
the need to measure a pet’s dose
and, with no smell or taste, it is easy
to hide in their favorite food or treat.
www.ellevetsciences.com

PetSafe Upgraded Pet Feeder
The upgraded PetSafe Automatic 2 Meal Pet
Feeder features easy-to-use dial timers so owners can schedule two meals up to 24 hours in
advance, in half-hour increments, to consistently feed their pet on time. This upgraded model
also includes a tamper-resistant design
to prevent persistent pets from
accessing their meals early. The
feeder features a modern design
offered in a new grey color to
blend with any home décor.
www.petsafe.com
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Wondercide
Flea & Tick
Wipes
Wondercide’s safe and
effective flea and tick
formula is now available in wipes. This biodegradable, palm-sized
flea and tick treatment is
great for using on-the-go
and perfect for cats, small
dogs and pets that prefer
a gentler touch. Proven
to kill, repel and pre vent 98 and 100 percent
of fleas, ticks and mosquitoes
without harmful chemicals.
www.wondercide.com

Bully Crunchers
Bully Crunchers are the newest alternative to bully sticks. Made from 100 percent
beef hide, Bully Crunchers are a perfect
treat for all life stages and breeds. They are
easy to digest, 100 percent all natural, low
in fat and provide hours of healthy enjoyment. Available if straight and braided sticks.
www.fieldcrestfarms.com

LIX
LIX is an organically-sourced, flavorless,
pure-spectrum CBD and MCT line designed to bring pet wellness industry to
the next level. Made with love, lab-tested, organically-sourced hemp, Founders
Kirstan Sanders and Erin Hills built the
company on a foundation of deep compassion, understanding, and commitment
to transforming the lives of human’s best
friends. LIX’s easy-to-give formula can be
delivered straight from the dropper, over
food, or just off your hands.
www.naturalpetlix.com

Scruffs Velvet
Donut Bed
Scruffs Velvet Donut Bed is a stylish addition to any modern living space. Designed
for small dogs and cats, the bed will ensure your pet is kept as snug as possible
with its one-piece design and wrappedaround crushed velvet finish. Each bed
features a fixed deep-filled center cushion
for enhanced support, and high-walls for
added security and comfort.
www.petslovescruffs.com
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new products
Scruffs
Manhattan
Collection

Canidae PURE

Scruffs Manhattan Collection is designed using a luxury monochrome
color scheme. The fabric is soft-totouch and utilizes a marl finish, which
is complimented by a matching outer
stitching to achieve a coherent look.
This collection is available in two
styles; Mattresses & Box Beds, and in
various sizes to suit different breeds.

The Canidae PURE
product line is a limited ingredient diet for
sensitive dogs with 10
key ingredients, the first
ingredient being real
meat or fish. The formulation is made with wholesome grains like oatmeal,
b row n r i ce a n d b a r l e y.
Available flavors include,
Salmon & Barley, Lamb &
Brown R ice, Chicken &
Oatmeal, Beef & Barley,
Duck & Brown Rice and a
Salmon Puppy Formula.

www.petslovescruffs.com

Fromm Gold Cat Refresh
Fromm Family Foods unveils new packaging for Fromm Gold recipes for cats including: Kitten Gold and Adult Gold and
launches a new recipe: Healthy Weight
Gold. Healthy Weight Gold will replace
Gold Mature Cat Recipe and features a
formulation designed for both senior
and less active cats needing to support
a healthier weight and lifestyle.

www.canidae.com

www.frommfamilyfoods.com

Fun Sloth
Ethical Products is excited
to introduce
their new Fun
Sloth plush
dog toys. Every dog needs a cute,
soft, squishy, huggable
friend! Fun Sloths have a
super soft, shaggy plush
that’s great to cuddle and
nap with. A squeaker inside adds to the fun and
excitement. Floppy arms
and legs make the Fun
Sloths easy to pick up and
toss around. Fun Sloths
are available in two sizes
for small and larger snuggle-bugs and two colors.
www.ethicalpet.com
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Canidae CORE
Canidae’s new flagship product line is
vet-formulated to offer complete and
balanced nutrition in every bite, for
healthy, happy dogs. The line of simple
recipes made with popular, recognized
proteins like real meat, fish and wholesome grains like oatmeal, brown rice and
barley. Available flavors include, Chicken
& Barley, Salmon & Brown Rice, Turkey &
Barley, Beef & Oatmeal, Large Breed Lamb
Formula and Puppy Turkey Formula.

THE PROVEN LEADER
IN PET MOBILITY

WALKIN’
SCOOTER
®

www.canidae.com

Scruffs Kensington Collection
Scruffs Kensington Collection provides the ultimate
support for your four-legged friend. Featuring a
stylish brushed effect eco-suede outer fabric, with
a deep-filled 100 percent polyester center to ensure your pet remains as comfortable as can be. The
matching outer stitching achieves a coherent finish and
detailing across each bed. This collection is available in
four styles; Mattresses, Box Beds, Cat Caves & Blankets.
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Finn Supplements
Finn’s debut product offering includes four
top-of-the-line beef liver flavored soft chew
supplements for dogs, with 90 soft chews
per tin. Hip & Joint promotes strong, healthy
joints, comfort and mobility, Skin & Coat promotes healthy skin, shiny coat, and shedding
support, Calming Aid promotes stress relief,
relaxation and balanced behavior and a Multivitamin combines essential vitamins, omegas
and probiotics for complete care.
www.petfinn.com

ORDER NOW!

Keeps Pets Active
All Day Long

BE THE NEXT MIRACLE
www.walkinpets.com • (855) 966-0775
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new products
Scruffs Santa Paws Collection
Scruffs has a new addition to its Santa Paws Collection, which launched in September 2019. The
company will launch a new Grey version of the
popular Christmas set, to complement the existing Burgundy collection.
www.petslovescruffs.com

Lazy Dog Ice
Cream Mix
Laz y Dog Cookie
Co.’s new ice cream
mix is made with
simple, wholesome,
and dog-friendly
ingredients like nonfat dried whole milk
& dried vanilla. This
product is wheat, corn,
soy & filler-free. Make it à la
mode by adding ice cream to
our Original Pup-PIE or Bakeat-Home Birthday Cake Mix.
www.lazydogcookies.com

Nothin’ to Hide Chews
Nothin’ to Hide Chews are an innovative, collagen-based rawhide alternative
that are available in new flavors and
shapes. The new 3-inch bagel in peanut
butter and beef flavors and a package of
Rings and Bones in chicken and beef flavors. The peanut butter flavor is all natural
and “allergen free” so consumers can feel
comfortable knowing that these items
won’t cause an allergic reaction and our
Rings and Bones are sized perfectly for
small to medium dogs. All Nothin’ to Hide
chews offer a 96.7 percent digestibility
rating compared to traditional rawhide
chews.
www.fieldcrestfarms.com
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INSPIRED BY NATURE
Create your own underwater ecosystem with
Ultum Nature Systems premium aquarium
goods.

FOCUS ON

aquatic essentials

01 FRITZ RPM REEF

04 API FRESHWATER
MASTER TEST KIT

The Fritz RPM Calcium/Buffer System and
Fritz RPM Magnesium allow aquarists to
maintain a marine aquarium’s calcium,
alkalinity and magnesium levels. Fritz
RPM Reef Elements does not contain
unmeasured and unnecessary ions and
metals. Part 1 is formulated to provide
the highest purity carbonate alkalinity,
and when used in conjunction with Part 2
along with regular water changes with a
high-quality salt-like Fritz RPM Salt, it provides the correct ionic balance necessary
for healthy fish, corals and invertebrates.

The API Freshwater Master Test Kit measures the 4 most important levels in freshwater aquariums quickly and accurately,
including pH, high range pH, ammonia,
nitrite, and nitrate. With scientific accuracy for professional results, the reusable
Freshwater Master Test Kit comes with
4 glass test tubes with snap-tight caps
and a convenient holding tub for easy
storage.

www.fritzaquatics.com

05 PYTHON PRODUCTS

ELEMENTS

02 ULTUM NATURE
CONTROSOIL
U l t u m N a t u re Sys te m s h a s te a m e d
up with Marfied controsoil to produce
high-quality substrate made from a special mix of natural soil and volcanic ash.
Ultum Nature Systems Controsoil prevents the notorious ammonia spike that
is toxic to livestock and known for encouraging the onset of algae. Controsoil
is available in various granule sizes and
colors to accommodate user preference
and aquatic plant choice.
www.ultumnaturesystems.com

03 MARINELAND
PORTRAIT DESKTOP KIT
This five -gallon glass aquarium features three-stage, hidden filtration with
a Rite-Size Cartridge and Marineland BioFoam, and it has an adjustable flow filter pump. The aquarium kit also includes
bright white and blue energy-efficient
LED lights, so fishkeepers can change the
lighting to their liking to mimic the underwater effect of sunlight or a moonlight
glow.

01

www.apifishcare.com

02

Python Products, including the Python
HOOK, are all proudly constructed using
only the highest-quality American-made
materials. The HOOK is a helping hand
that attaches to Python’s No Spill Clean
and Fill for easy and effortless tank refilling. Python products are free of BPA,
arsenic and lead.
www.pythonproducts.com

03

06 TETRA BRAND
GOLDFISH PROGRAM
Tetra’s Goldfish Program includes new
Goldfish Aquarium Kits, Goldfish Nutrition & Water Care and a Goldfish Information Center online. Goldfish Aquarium
Kits, available in 10- and 20-gallon sizes,
are tailored and appropriately sized to
meet the specific needs of goldfish. Samples of goldfish-specific food and water
care products are provided to optimize
goldfish health and help consumers understand the products to look for at their
retailers.
www.tetra-fish.com

www.marineland.com

06
05
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04

07 OASE BIORB TUBE
AQUARIUMS

07

OASE biOrb TUBE aquariums feature
a cylindrical-profile with a unique 360°
view and are available with standard
or multi-color remote controlled LED
lighting. The TUBE is crafted with durable acrylic, resulting in increased visibility
over typical glass aquariums. Available in
either a stylish white or black trim, the
TUBE comes in four- or nine-gallon capacities and features the patented, five-step
biOrb filtration to ensure clear, healthy
water and easy maintenance.
www.biorb.com

08

08 AQUEON TROPICAL
FLAKES
Aqueon Tropical Foods provide optimum
nutrition for a wide array of tropical fish.
They provide a healthy daily diet and
bring out natural colors in fish. Available
in flakes or granules to accommodate the
various feeding habits throughout the
water column. Flake food floats at the
surface of the water for fish to enjoy. The
color-enhancing food formula has a higher concentration of ingredients that bring
out the colors in fish such as: spirulina,
marigold powder, chili powder and more.

09

www.aqueon.com

09 LIFEGARD
AQUASCAPING ROCKS,
STONES AND WOOD
Increase the beauty of an aquarium landscape with these unique style stones and
rocks to look like miniature rock formations. These all-natural materials are available in an assortment of sizes and shapes
to enhance aquascaping setups.
www.lifegardaquatics.com

10 REEF MULTI-PACK

10

Reef Multi-Pack is ever ything that ’s
needed to feed a reef in one package. It
contains six cubes each of Marine Cuisine, Coral Cuisine, Fish Eggs and Reef
Plankton. These four foods offer a variety of particle sizes and seven types of
zooplankton that stimulate the natural
feeding behaviors of reef inhabitants.
Reef Multi-Pack is an excellent choice for
feeding mixed reef aquariums.
www.sfbb.com
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STAR POWER
Bo Derek returns to the pet care industry
with passion and purpose.
BY GLENN A. POLYN

T

here’s only one Bo Derek, the
actress who shot to superstardom in 1979 after appearing
in 10, followed by Tarzan and
Bolero in the 1980s. Thanks to memorable
appearances on such TV talk shows as The
Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson,
Late Night with David Letterman and the
Arsenio Hall Show, in addition to being
in films like Tommy Boy, the iconic celebrity continued to be a household name
through the ‘90s.
Derek made her first foray in the pet
care industry in 2000, when she launched
Bless the Beasts, a pet care line (shampoos,
conditioners, pomades and fragrances)
that was exclusively available in Petco
stores. She redeveloped the pet grooming
line, rebranding the name to Bo Derek
Pet Care, and released a shampoo, conditioner and tearless face wash in 2017. The
products are currently available in select
pet boutiques, grooming salons and other
brick-and-mortar stores.
This past July, Derek appeared on talkshoplive, an e-commerce platform that
enables the public to interact with celebrities—including Garth Brooks, Alicia
Keys and Julie Andrews—and shop small
businesses via a live video stream. It was
Derek’s first time hosting a segment on
the platform, which saw her bathing her
dogs outside a horse stall on her California ranch while answering questions from
viewers, several of whom appeared to be
regular customers who she knew by name.
During the talkshoplive segment, Derek detailed the ingredients, which include
such exotic botanicals as meadow foam
oil and amino acids that nourish, soothe
and protect the pet’s coat. According to
Derek, the product line features a signature fragrance that’s “specially formulated

to neutralize canine malodors, not simply
mask them.”
This is Bo Derek, who possesses a genuine passion for animals, including her
dogs.
I had the opportunity to speak with
Derek on several occasions since her talkshoplive appearance to learn more about
what inspires an iconic celebrity to design
a line of pet grooming products and make
it available to independent retailers.
HOW DO YOU FEEL YOUR TALKSHOPLIVE APPEARANCE WAS RECEIVED BY PET OWNERS?

BD: It went really well. The people who
were asking questions were great. It was a

little complicated. Instead of sitting at a
computer screen and reading questions,
which most of the hosts do, my sister was
reading the questions off my iPhone and
throwing them at me. I’m trying to wash
my dogs at the same time, and my dog
was trying to bite my horse. It was a little
chaotic, but that’s part of the fun.
It was fun being on camera with my
dogs Chico and Smokey. We were lucky
with these two rescues. They have their
“things” and rescue dogs come to you
older, but they’re great dogs. I have three
big German shepherds, and that’s a lot of
dog. In the past, I’ve had a dozen dogs, but
right now I have three.
YOU OFFERED A LOT OF INFO
DURING YOUR PRESENTATION,
FROM THE FORMULATIONS TO
HOW YOUR PRODUCTS ARE MADE
I N A N F DA L I C E N S E D P L A N T.
WHAT CAN YOU TELL ME ABOUT
HOW YOU GOT TO THIS POINT?

BD: With the formulations and production, I’ve always been with Cardinal Labs.
The first time I got into this business was
quite some time ago. This journey started
about 20 years ago when I was working
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with a perfume/menswear designer named
Bijan, who was a friend of mine. Michael
Jordan and I were doing a campaign for
Bijan and, in the process, I found my partner in this business, Gene LaPorte, who
was working with Bijan. We hit it off, and
Gene was the one who took me to Cardinal Labs and [Cardinal CEO] Tony de
Vos. The Cardinal Labs plant [in Azua,
California] is solar powered and clean
water, and they’re great people. They’re so
much fun to work with, and they’ve always been very patient with me.
From the very beginning, Tony’s been
great. The quality of ingredients and product is superb. It’s been so consistent. And
he’s fun to work with. He’s always got so
much going on, and he’s an energetic, fullof-joy kind of guy.
I’ve learned so much from Tony. When
I first visited the plant, he and I were walking through it and talking about the pH
of a dog and talking about ingredients.
I told him I wanted the best ingredients
and that I didn’t want to throw money at
something that doesn’t make a difference.
He was the one who told me that some
products are just industrial strength ingredients and there is a difference, so we
started playing with the formulations. You
can tell, you can tell right away. And when
you’re rinsing the dog, you can tell that it’s
coarse and doesn’t feel good.
I remember in the beginning he told
me I’ll never make any money with just a
line of shampoos. [she laughs] You know
what? He’s right!
WHAT CAN YOU TELL ME ABOUT
THE FORMULATIONS IN YOUR
PRODUCT LINE?

BD: You want everything to be natural
today, and this is an example of using
the latest in science in grooming products
but it’s not a chemical. It’s taken a long
time, but these products were really made
for me trying to keep my own dogs in the
house with me.
When I got into this and worked with
Cardinal Labs, I learned that most shampoos aren’t even pH-balanced for a dog.
Tony and the Cardinal chemist taught me
about cationic and anionic, which is not
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uncommon but is just another added expense in product production. Products can
say “natural” and all these things, but it
doesn’t feel good on the dog.
My shampoo is anionic, which is a
negatively charged ion that enhances the
shampoo’s ability to cleanse and release
surface debris. The conditioner is designed to be cationic, which is a positively
charged ion designed to adhere to the hair
shaft for maximum sheen and softness.
The tearless face wash is good for
even puppies and kittens. It’s super gentle. You could say it’s like baby shampoo
for puppies and kittens. You’ll find some
tear stain removers and facial wipes, but I
needed something to clean my own dog’s
face, and a damp sponge isn’t going to do
it for my dogs when they put their face
in manure.
There are some great botanical oils and
moisturizers. The meadowfoam seed oil is
a really amazing ingredient. The benefits
for the planet in all kinds of ways are very
appealing. Meadowfoam seed oil is a great
substitute for sperm whale oil, which was
always considered to be the finest oil for
cosmetics and grooming products. Meadowfoam seed oil is good for the skin, it’s
botanical and it feeds wildlife. I made sure
to make that my number one moisturizing ingredient.
And I have the patented fragrance that
is in everything. It’s called Neutriff. It’s a
combination of fragrances that actually neutralizes doggy odors or canine malodors. It
works. This does not just compliment the
dog, it doesn’t fight with the dog, it really
neutralizes the odor due to the blend of fragrances. It’s the recipe of fragrances.
W H AT ’ S D I F F E R E N T A B O U T
YOU AND YOUR PET GROOMING
LINE TODAY AND BO DEREK THE
PERSON AND THE BLESS THE
BEASTS PRODUCT LINE IN 2000?

BD: The product formulation today is
different, and there are more natural ingredients in today’s product. As for me,
my experience in 2000 was very discouraging. But I think what’s different now is the
time I can personally give to the company.
I’m fulfilling orders right now as we speak.

And I’m involved in all the social media
promotion of the company because I have
the time. I’m personally hands-on involved
in the company. In 2000, I wasn’t. I had
investors. I had a marketing person. It was
very different.
When my products hit the market
in 2017, it was as a small, family-owned
company. It’s me and my sister. We do it
all. My niece has a social media company,
and we hired her for a few months to get
us going. But my sister and I do it all. It’s
great. The people I meet and the contacts I
make are really fun. But when you’re manufacturing in small batches as we are, it’s
really expensive. But Cardinal Labs can
bump up my production at any time.
I do have opportunities to use my
name in more of a licensing capacity.
There are investors who want to come in
and make it a good, financial, “let’s make a
lot of money” thing, but I would lose con-

trol. This is what I care about, and I feel
good about it. I’m not going to change the
formulations. It’s super concentrated, but
that’s so they last a long, long time. I have
three dogs, and it would be depressing if
I used up one bottle every time I washed
my dogs.
I’m doing store visits now to help promote the products. Muttropolis will send
me a note and ask “Can you do this?” or
“Can you make a call?” or “Can you go to
a radio station?” I’m available to do that
now. I can help support the product for
the retail market. I just did an ESPN show
[Cofield & Co.] and we talked about the
product. So I’m available to use my cache
to help promote the product for brickand-mortar stores.
And so many other things have happened since 2000. People’s relationship
with their pets has changed. Twenty years
ago, there were more backyard dogs that

got a bath only once a year. Pet grooming
products are more important now and are
part of our lifestyle now.
It was funny, when I did the ESPN
show, we were talking and one of the
show’s hosts asked if I thought his getting
a blueberry mask facial for his dog was
too much. It shows you how it’s different, and pets are now part of our family.
I have more customers today because people want to spoil their dog, and they want
their dog to smell and feel good and not
have skin allergies.
HOW DOES BO DEREK PET CARE
SUPPORT YOUR PHILANTHROPY?

BD: I enjoy being able to give away product to various charitable causes, particularly military dogs on deployment. I like to
help military working dogs. They’re doing
us all a service. I want the military dog to

have a happy life with their handler, and
I don’t want the person to have to pay vet
and food bills and have it be a burden.
Even before 9/11 I was aware of these
working dogs. I got my first protection
dog, which was bred and trained by the
same people who train military working
dogs. I grew up with dogs and horses, and
thought I knew a lot about them. I got
to learn a lot from my trainer, Howard
Rodriguez, who trains protection dogs.
I found the training so fascinating—the
breeding, the intelligence of the dogs—
it’s a dog bred and trained just for their
service. I found them to be very friendly
dogs, but when you turn on that switch,
they do their job.
Then 9/11 brought it everyone’s attention, no matter what we do and spend
in our defense department, these dogs do
what no machinery can in saving lives. The
wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, dogs were
so important. I have wanted to help these
dogs for so long. I admire them and the
people who train them.
When we started up the company
again, I felt that was a natural place to
support. There’s one charity that sends
gift boxes for military dogs. I’ll send 200
bottles of shampoo, and it goes to dogs all
over the world on deployment, and that’s
in addition to the financial donations.
Some of the handlers will post pictures
from an undisclosed location of a dog getting a bath with my bottles of shampoo,
and it makes me very happy.
WHAT CAN YOU TELL PET STORE
OW N E R S A B O U T W H Y T H E Y
SHOULD ADD BO DEREK PET
CARE TO THEIR PET GROOMING
SECTION?

BD: I think the product will definitely
perform for them. We’re offering them
something that they’re not going to get
with the big chain stores. And I’m here
to support the products. I’m the one
opening and personally answering all the
emails. I’m talking to people every day. I’ll
go into stores like Muttropolis—it’s like a
community gathering place. I’ll watch the
customers and interact with them. I truly
stand behind the products. PA
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Swedencare Adds US, Canadian
and Online Retailers
Swedencare USA, the U.S. and Canadian manufacturer of ProDen PlaqueOff, an oral healthcare product for dogs
and cats, announces retail expansion
throughout North America to support

increasing consumer demand.
Swedencare manufactures the ProDen PlaqueOff product line that includes the patented PlaqueOff System Powder, Dental Bites, and Dental

Ask the Expert
Q: We heard API® has a new innovative tool for water
testing. Can you provide the details?
A:

API AQUASPIN™ digital water testing combines speed and
precision for the best aquarium water analysis results anywhere and
all in just two minutes! Using AQUASPIN is simple – all it requires is
a small water sample and the AQUASPIN photometer and disk. The
water test (freshwater or saltwater) takes fast and accurate readings of
aquarium or pond parameters, including, where applicable, nitrate,
nitrite, ammonia, phosphate, carbonate hardness, general hardness,
pH, magnesium, and calcium. No need for color comparison or
human interpretation, the AQUASPIN technology provides water
testing results with API product recommendations all with the click
of a button.

Gary Jones

Industry Relations Manager,
Mars Fishcare/API® brand

Phone: 1-800-847-0659
Website: www.apifishcare.com
API® brand has been a leader
in the aquatics industry for
close to 60 years developing
and perfecting products
and solutions including
water treatments, testing,
medications, and nutrition for
both aquariums and ponds.

Q: What value does API AQUASPIN™ add to the
consumer in-store experience?
A:

Retailers who have AQUASPIN in their store are a step ahead!
The AQUASPIN allows your store associates to spend less time testing
and more time interacting and selling products to your customers.
With the test taking only two minutes and the AQUASPIN providing
the results, there is no need for color comparison or human analysis,
just read the results of the AQUASPIN test and provide the product
recommendations to the customer. And, for an added free benefit,
each customer will be able to track all of their testing results and
maintenance repertoire by creating an AQUASPIN Advise account
too (https://apifishcare.com/aquaspin-advise)! This saved time allows
for more quality time with your customers and treats them to a
unique aquatic testing experience.

Q: Where can we find out more information and purchase
the API AQUASPIN photometer?
A:

You can find more information about API® AQUASPIN™ on
our website at www.apifishcare.com/about-aquaspin or fill out an
application to order here https://shop.apifishcare.com/account/login

This general information is not intended to provide individual advice. PAID CONTENT
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Bones. The ProDen PlaqueOff Powder
and Dental Bites carry the Veterinary
Oral Health Council (VOHC) Seal in
the plaque and tartar control categories.
The company’s recent retail growth
includes upcoming placement in the
130 locations of Woof Gang Bakery, the
leading specialty retailer of pet food, pet
supplies and professional pet grooming
supplies in North America; expansion in
the Pacific Northwest with All the Best
Pet Care; expansion throughout Canada
with Ren’s Pets, and online growth with
ChowHound and ETailPet. In addition
to these new retailers, the Swedencare
product line is represented by a North
American network of Pet Specialty Distributors.
“We are excited to see this pick up in
interest from new retailers throughout
North America as it shows that pet parents are taking dedicated efforts to take
care of their pet’s dental health,” said
Martin Shimko, president of Swedencare USA. “We are dedicated to providing pet parents with the highest quality,
most effective products to advance pet
dental hygiene, and we welcome our
new retail partners and look forward to
providing their customers with our line
of PlaqueOff System products that has
become the proven and trusted dental
brand for improving overall pet health.”
Founded in 2005, SwedencareUSA
is the U.S. and Canadian manufacturer
of ProDen PlaqueOff®, an oral healthcare product developed in Sweden. Following trials, PlaqueOff® has become
the premier dental product for participants’ pets. The company’s business
expansion has led to the inclusion of
PlaqueOff Dental Care Bones, which
incorporate PlaqueOff’s incomparable
plaque- and tartar-fighting ability into
tasty treats.

NAVC Opens Registration for VMX 2021

The North American Veterinary Community (NAVC) has officially announced that the
annual Veterinary Meeting & Expo (VMX)
2021, the veterinary industry’s largest global
conference, will take place January 16 – 20
in person in Orlando at the Orange County
Convention Center and, for the first time, virtually anywhere through its new VMX Virtual
platform which features interactive educational
programs, networking, and a unique 3D Expo
Hall experience.
“We are excited to open registration for
VMX 2021 and to expand the reach of the
world’s premier veterinary event by making
it digitally accessible for the first time to more
people around the globe including those who,
in the past, might not have been able to attend VMX. Through our new digital platform,
veterinary professionals anywhere can learn
from and engage with the world’s most renowned veterinary professionals, explore our
industry-leading expo hall and network with
colleagues wherever they are most comfortable—at home or live from Orlando, Florida at the convention center,” said NAVC CEO
Gene O’Neill. “The health and safety of VMX
participants is paramount and the NAVC is
introducing new safety measures and working
closely with the Orange County Convention
Center, our host hotels and Visit Orlando to
make sure we provide a safe and healthy experience for everyone who comes to VMX.”
NAVC will debut a wide selection of
RACE-approved continuing education credit
hours as live sessions at the in-person Orlando
event and virtually through interactive online
and on-demand sessions. On demand sessions
will be available for 90 days, through April 16.
VMX participants can network and explore
new products, services and equipment featured
in the VMX Expo Hall onsite at the convention center and online all year long through
VMX Virtual Expo. The NAVC broke new
ground in January at VMX 2020 when it
launched VMX Virtual Expo, the veterinary
industry’s first virtual expo hall to use advanced
simulation technology to provide a “just like
being there” 3D experience.
The NAVC has added many new health
and safety guidelines for VMX 2021 that adhere to strict safety protocols and guidelines
from the CDC, federal agencies, and local
partners—including social distancing, clean-

ing, sanitizing, disinfecting, temperature
checks at entrances, and various onsite health
reminders. The NAVC will also utilize larger conference rooms for learning sessions to
safely accommodate VMX attendees. The
Expo Hall aisles have been widened and specific one-way traffic flow and various social
distancing measures will be in place.

Ask the Expert
Q: Franpos is fairly new to the pet industry. Would
you mind giving some information about what you do?
A:

Franpos is a commerce platform that focuses on
being the Pet Operating System for the pet industry and pet
franchises specifically. Our main focus is providing a turn-key
solution that covers every aspect of operations, from point
of sale and eCommerce to multi-unit management, online
booking, self-delivery, and much more.

Q: Why should pet store owners consider switching
POS systems? Don’t all POS systems do the same thing?
A:
Subodh Gupta
Founder
Franpos

Franpos
200 Ashford Center N. Ste. 360
Atlanta, GA 30338
Phone: (408) 898-3217
Website: www.franpos.com
Email: sales@franpos.com

Point of sale systems all handle payments, sure, but
Franpos is more than POS. Franpos is a commerce platform
that leverages a pet store’s CRM data to drive sales, promote
products, run marketing campaigns, and streamline wherever
possible. Our data-driven approach increases revenue 37%,
foot traffic 36%, and royalties an additional 4%.

Q:
A:

Why the pet industry specifically?

The pet industry has largely been ignored by other
platforms and lumped into the general retail category for
far too long. Pet stores have specific demands that we’re
constantly trying to meet. We have a product we built to be
more than a way to handle sales but a way for pet stores and
pet franchises to simplify their operations and grow their
business.

This general information is not intended to provide individual advice. PAID CONTENT
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Purina Achieves Goal to Make Pet Care
Products Sustainably
Purina’s robust portfolio of pet care
products for dogs and cats is now getting
to pet food bowls and litter boxes in a more
sustainable way. Known for trusted brands
spanning dog food, cat food, treats and litter, Purina announced today it has reached
the company’s 2020 goal to achieve zero
waste for disposal across all manufacturing
operations and its corporate headquarters.
“Purina is passionate about pets and
the planet, and sustainability is a central
factor in our operations and product development,” said John Bear, Vice President of
Manufacturing. “I’m incredibly proud of
the effort it took to accomplish this goal
of being zero waste across our operations.
This achievement is a testament to the passion and commitment of our more than
8,000 employees across the country who
are working to create a better world for us
to share with our pets.”
Achieving zero waste for disposal means
that all 21 of Purina’s manufacturing sites
and its St. Louis Headquarters have found
ways to derive benefits from materials that

would have otherwise been discarded. All
locations now recycle, reuse, recover or
compost waste from daily operations. In
certain cases, locations also may utilize destinations that convert waste to energy to
generate power. Purina products feed 49
million dogs and 66 million cats every year,
so reaching 100 percent across all Purina
brands and factories was no small feat.
The company-wide commitment was
achieved thanks to local teams and local
solutions. Each site began with an in-depth
review to understand its waste streams.
This fueled passion within the facility to
identify solutions and improve processes
to minimize waste generation at the source
while also identifying credible vendors that
could support efforts to handle remaining
materials in a sustainable way. Some of the
materials from Purina facilities even transform into the company’s Yesterday’s News
alternative cat litter, which uses recycled
paperboard as a key ingredient.
“Pet lovers care about how their pets’
food and litter are made, and that it’s done

in a responsible way, and we couldn’t agree
more,” said Gopi Sandhu, Director of Sustainable Operations at Purina. “By focusing
on reducing waste and finding beneficial
uses for materials that would have otherwise been discarded, Purina employees
lead the charge by driving innovation towards a more circular economy. Some of
our former waste materials now become
soil amendments, needed to grow our
healthy ingredients. Others are converted
to methane, which is then captured to fuel
the types of carbon-neutral energy we increasingly rely on.”
Purina is working toward a global ambition for zero environmental impact in
its operations by 2030, and achieving zero
waste is a significant step in that journey.
Purina is also committed to sourcing ingredients responsibly, caring for water, making
the packaging for all of its pet care products
100 percent recyclable or reusable by 2025
and acting on climate change with a goal of
achieving 100 percent renewable electricity
at all of our sites.

Petmate Announces Acquisition of Pet
Qwerks
Petmate, the global leader in the
pet supply market, recently announced
that it has completed the acquisition of
Pet Qwerks, headquartered in Irvine,
California. Founded in 2003 by entrepreneur Jim Gick Pet Qwerks is a rapidly growing company that designs and
develops innovative high-quality dog
chews, and interactive toys for dogs and
cats under the names Flavorit, Babble
Ball, IncrediBUBBLES, Zombie, Bongo, Alien, WISH and Barkbones.
“Petmate has always been focused on
helping to build the bonds between pets
and their families with quality products
to help enhance their well-being,” says
Alice Tillett, CEO, Petmate. “We are
excited Pet Qwerks will be joining the
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Petmate portfolio, as their combined
strength in the chew and interactive categories is complementary to our commitment to providing quality innovative
products to pets and pet parents.”
“We have always admired Petmate’s
commitment to pets and their families,”
says Jim Gick, founder of Pet Qwerks.
“We’re thrilled to join the Petmate team
to continue with our excellence in quality and value, bringing innovation to the
chew and interactive toy category.
The Petmate name is renown in the
industry for impeccable standards and
we are honored to be included in their
brand. Looking forward, it will be our
pleasure to watch our products grow
under their guidance.

Founded in 1959 as Doskocil Manufacturing, Petmate, now headquartered
in Arlington, Texas, is passionate about
providing fun, trusted quality products
worldwide to enhance the lives of pets
and their families. The company&#39;s
vision, to be the worldwide leader of
solutions and excellence in the pet industry, encapsulates its commitment
to deliver award-winning, innovative
ideas daily to each of its product categories including bedding, kennels, dog
houses, feeding and watering products,
litter maintenance products, toys, collars, leads, travel, and more. Petmate’s
portfolio of brands includes Aspen
Pet, Dogzilla, Fat Cat, Gamma, JW, LAZ-BOY and Chuckit!

Nature Gnaws
Expands HQ, Adds
Staff

Nature Gnaws, the Florida-based dog
chew brand with an extensive line of your
pet’s favorite natural chews, announced upcoming plans to add 6,000 square feet to
its area headquarters and warehouse. As the
nation continues to stay safer at home, increased demand for pet products mixed with
rising brand awareness surrounding Nature
Gnaws is the catalyst for exciting growth.
According to the company, Nature
Gnaws is fortunate to be adding jobs to
the South Florida job market, and recently
announced its 50th hire to the company.
Located in the Quiet Waters Business Park
in Deerfield Beach, the company will add
the 6,000 square feet of mixed use space to
its current 26,000-square-foot space that’s
already fully utilized by the manufacturer. In
addition, Nature Gnaws recently began hiring new employees and is currently seeking
additional staff to fill an assortment of roles
for 2020 and beyond.
As dog owners spend more time at
home, Nature Gnaws is the “go to” dog
chew product and continues to see a major
increase in orders from Amazon, Chewy,
Walmart.com, Target.com and the Nature
Gnaws website. Nature Gnaws is also experiencing increased demand for their monthly
subscription program, the Gnaw Box, which
packs 15 to 20 chews and contains an assortment of single-ingredient Bully Sticks, Beef
Jerky Chews, Deer Antlers and more.
“This expansion of our headquarters
is a massive, yet necessary undertaking to
meet the demand for Nature Gnaws products,” said Jay Mokbel, co-founder of Nature
Gnaws. “There are multiple factors contributing to our ongoing success, but the one
thing that stands out is that we have a lot of
happy dogs and owners out there. We thank
them for putting their trust in our brand.”

Nature’s Logic Expands Marketing
Team, Names Golon VP
Nature’s Logic, the pioneer creators
of 100 percent natural food for dogs and
cats with no synthetic vitamins, has multiplied its marketing team, and appointed
industry leader Caroline Golon its VP of
Marketing. Golon is focused on growing
Nature’s Logic through unique consumer
campaigns and retailer support. To further promote retailers’ curbside and home
delivery programs, and Nature’s Logic’s
mission of environmental sustainability,
the brand has added new marketing team
members who are industry experts in social media, web development & design,
digital design & packaging and public
relations.
“We’re funneling the profits from our
growth into marketing. And there’s no
one more devoted to helping pets through
natural nutrition, assisting pet retailers
with community success and making
a positive impact on the environment
than Caroline,” said Nature’s Logic CEO
David Yaskulka. “I’m thrilled to have Caroline and her team’s expertise advocating
for 100% natural nutrition for pets, and
applying the logic of nature to everything
we touch.”
It’s already started to pay off, as Nature’s Logic is the fastest-growing top 50
pet food in pet specialty in 2020—and
it was also No. 1 in 2019 (Nielsen data).
Nature’s Logic was named a top 20 brand
for sustainability by the Pet Sustainability
Coalition, and has been recognized with a
series of recent awards.
Golon, who has consulted for Nature’s
Logic since early 2019, has developed
marketing programs and content for pet
food, cat litter, toys, grooming products,
dog treadmills, pet technology, and leading nonprofits. She’s been a frequent contributor to leading pet-focused consumer
media. She’s also the founder of High Paw

Media, creator of multiple pet sites, and
co-founder of BlogPaws.
Golon joins Nature’s Logic leadership
team along with company founder and
Chief Product Development Officer Scott
Freeman, VP Operations Marilyn Sherwin, and National Sales Director Skylar
Clifton. Yaskulka, Sherwin, Golon, and
the new marketing team worked together
at Halo, Purely for Pets.
Unlike most “natural” brands in the
market, Nature’s Logic kibble, canned,
raw and treats are 100 percent natural,
with no synthetic vitamins and minerals.
The nutrition comes from whole foods.
Golon helps promote the brand’s leadership role in the industry as a voice for
sustainability and proud member of the
Pet Sustainability Coalition. Working in
its retailers’ communities, the expanded
marketing team is effectively positioning
the brand with Millennials, the largest and
fastest-growing segment of pet parents, for
whom natural nutrition and sustainability
are top concerns.
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Zesty Paws Welcomes New
Sales, Marketing Leadership

Zesty Paws, a leading pet supplements brand, has hired Disa Pratt and
Yvethe Tyszka as the VP of Sales and
VP of Marketing respectively. They
will be responsible for the strategic
planning and execution of the sales
and marketing vision and objectives
at Zesty Paws to support the brand grow.
Pratt’s passion for natural wellness and
supplementation is rooted in the over
ten years she spent as the Vice President of Sales at New Chapter, a leader in organic whole food supplements
and herbals. In this role, Pratt helped
to expand the brand into the Canadian
market and propel New Chapter to No.
1 in the natural products industry. Following New Chapter’s sale to The Proctor & Gamble Company in 2014, Pratt
worked as the Vice President of Sales at
Halo, Purely for Pets, where she led the
sales team and worked with both Petco
and PetSmart. Her experience in both
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worlds of pets and natural supplementation makes her a unique and perfect
fit for Zesty Paws. Pratt’s primary focus
is on two goals: building a strong strategic partnership with Zesty Paws’ current and emerging customers; and leading Zesty Paws’ growth at Target, where
the brand launched earlier this year.
“As a pet parent of two rescue boxers,
Oscar and Olive, I have tremendous love
and passion for actively supporting and
volunteering for local rescue organizations and having the ability to continue my career work in the pet industry
at Zesty Paws is a dream come true for
me,” says Disa Pratt, Zesty Paws’ new
Vice President of Sales.
Tyszka brings with her more than 20
years’ marketing experience managing
innovation across numerous categories,
including product development, go to
market strategy, and category creation.
What has been a constant throughout

her career is the focus on establishing a
foundation firmly rooted in the voice
of the consumer. Her time at Newell
Brands as the Director of Marketing allowed Tyszka to capitalize on trends and
transform insights into new products
that provided successful partnerships
with the sales teams to win with big box
and digital retailers. Most recently at
wine-tech start-up Coravin, as the Vice
President of Marketing, Tyszka built a
strong new brand category for a unique
product, with international reach in over
60 countries. The key learnings from
a startup environment, which thrives
on innovation, and a larger company,
which leverages proven processes, have
provided her with the tools to support Zesty Paws in its mission to enable
and inspire a “Zest for Life “in pets and
pet parents. At Zesty Paws, Tyszka will
focus on two key initiatives: bringing
data-based insights to the table and leveraging them for communication, expansion, new product innovation, and
sales growth; and launching Zesty Paws’
first national advertising campaign.
“My entire career has been preparing
me for this extraordinary experience
at Zesty Paws,” says Yvethe Tyszka, Vice
President of Marketing at Zesty Paws.
“I’m grateful and excited for the opportunity to work with a brand that has such
fantastic growth potential and has a giving heart that serves not only its customers, but its pet parenting community.”
“I’m thrilled to welcome Disa and Yvethe
to our Zesty Paws family,” says Steve Ball,
CEO of Zesty Paws. “Each comes to the
table with tremendous experience that
will catapult Zesty Paws’ innovation,
collaboration and service to pet parents
around the world. I couldn’t be happier
to be surrounded by such high caliber
team, with each member bringing an innovative and a diverse perspective to the
organization.”
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WHAT’S ON
THE MENU?

Pet food manufacturers continue to deliver
what consumers are demanding.
BY GLENN A. POLYN

I

t’s well known that the pet food industry is considered recession resistant, and this year it has been challenged by the coronavirus pandemic.
In its April 2020 forecast, Packaged Facts
originally predicted 4% expected growth
for pet food, but after an increase in pet acquisitions and a related sales of pet products
during the COVID-19 crisis, the market
research publisher adjusted its expectations
and now expects pet food to grow by 7 percent this year.
One could even say that the pet food
market was benefited by the coronavirus
pandemic, due to the stay-at-home orders
combined with retailers working to ensure
that consumers were able to stock up on pet
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foods. In addition, such essential items as
bowls and toys have also been in demand.
Considering popular sentiment says
that the pandemic is far from over, the pet
food market is expected to maintain its current growth trend, bolstered by the infusion
of new pets and today’s pet owner willing to
spend on their fur baby even in the midst
of an economic crisis. In fact, Packaged
Facts sees a promising 2021 for the entire
pet care industry, with pet food seeing a 5.5
percent increase.
One thing that is not changing is the
enormous variety to the pet foods on the
market. And with the shadow of the Food
and Drug Administration’s 2019 report
on dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) still

looming over the industry, grain-inclusive
recipes, especially ones that include ancient
grains, are becoming more prevalent on
store shelves.
Merrick is a brand that began more
than 30 years ago, and its current lineup
shows that it’s staying true to its roots,
with the company still hand crafting its
recipes in its original kitchen in Hereford,
Texas. The company offers a wide variety of high quality dry and wet foods for
dogs and cats across its portfolio, which
includes the Castor & Pollux and Whole
Earth Farms brands alongside its signature
Merrick brand.
Merrick continues to be popular with
consumers for its famous stews for dogs
that are crafted with chunks of real beef or
chicken and vegetables in a savory gravy.
With names like Grammy’s Pot Pie and
Carver’s Delight Dinner, these signature
canned foods are top sellers, and the bonein recipes for options like Wingaling and
Smothered Comfort use a slow-cook process to make the chicken wing or thigh
bone mushy and safe for dogs to enjoy.
The newest addition to the Merrick
lineup is its Slow-Cooked BBQ recipes,
which start with beef, pork or chicken as
the first ingredient, plus whole vegetables
such as sweet potatoes and carrots in a

FEATURE ARTICLE | FOOD
savory broth that adds flavor and moisture to a dog’s diet. The regional-inspired
wet dog foods feature Kansas City, North
Carolina, Memphis and Texas barbecue
flavors.
Nulo is one of the fastest-growing premium pet food brands in the country. It
was founded on the concept of species-specific pet food recipes that contain a patented probiotic for optimal immune and
digestive health.
Headquartered in Austin, Texas, the
company launched two of its most popular grain-inclusive food lines, Frontrunner
and Challenger, at SuperZoo last year and,
according to CEO Michael Landa, they
outperformed expectations. Both recipes
fit into the brand’s nutritional philosophy.
“In all our recipes, we seek high-meat,
low-carb, low-glycemic outcomes with
functional ingredients that are viable and
contribute on an as-fed basis, not simply
shoved in a premix at 0.01 percent to
make the label,” Landa explained. “For
me, it’s all about the nutrition that ends
up in the bowl, period. Pets rely on us to
get this right.”
Founded by Scott Freeman in 2006,
Nature’s Logic promotes itself as the first
premium pet food that uses only 100 percent natural ingredients and no synthetic
vitamins and minerals. Nature’s Logic kib-

ble, canned and raw frozen diets are 100
percent natural, with all the nutrition coming from whole foods. The brand’s mission
is to apply the logic of nature to everything
it touches, which means creating all-natural nutrition from whole foods and being a

SO IRRESISTIBLE,
EVERYONE
WANTS SOME.
FOR SMALL PETS ONLY (SORRY).
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voice for sustainability.
The brand was recently named a Top
20 positive impact brand by the Pet Sustainability Coalition. For every pound of
food that the brand sells, it purchases 1
kWh of renewable energy to help power
the future.
“We aspire to apply the logic of nature to everything we touch,” said David
Yaskulka, CEO of Nature’s Logic. “Supporting environmental efforts is a cornerstone of our business.”
In addition, the brand’s Distinction line
is only available at local independent specialty stores and natural food retailers. The
first ingredient in all Distinction recipes—
Chicken, Beef, Pork and Sardine—is whole
meat. And staying true to the Nature’s Logic mission statement, Distinction contains
millet, an ancient seed that’s grown without
genetic engineering. Millet is gluten-free
and lower in sugar than potatoes, sweet potatoes, tapioca and peas.
Committed to independent pet retailers, SquarePet has built its brand around
the notion of solution-based nutrition.
SquarePet’s pet food lines are formulated
by a veterinarian with responsibly sourced,

while also featuring Miscanthus grass and
L-carnitine to help the body utilize fat for
energy and promote healthy weight loss.
An excellent source of fiber, Miscanthus
grass aids the body to feel full and can
benefit the GI tract as well as promote
bowel movement regularity, which may
also help reduce hairballs.
“The nutritional needs of a cat will vary

W!

droitin, zinc and magnesium.
And most recently, Fromm unveiled
a new packaging design for Fromm Gold
recipes for cats, including Kitten Gold
and Adult Gold, while also launching a
new formulation that supports less active
and senior cats with the new Healthy
Weight Gold. The recipe is formulated
with lower caloric, protein and fat levels,

NE

high-quality ingredients to ensure optimum
nutrition. SquarePet offers four new and
unique products lines: Veterinarian Formulated Solutions (VFS) provides premium
veterinary inspired nutritional diets at a value; High Meat Low Carb (H.M.L.C) formulations mimic the nutritional benefits
provided by raw feeding; SquareEgg, the
perfect protein food for dogs; and an
all-natural true limited ingredient formula,
Squarely Natural, is crafted for dogs and
cats that may have food sensitivities.
“Our entirely new product line, Squarely Natural, fits a true need for an all-natural, high quality, energy dense formula that
is comprised of three primary ingredients—
one primary protein source, one primary
carbohydrate source and one healthy oil,”
said Travis Atkins, co-founder of SquarePet.
“Squarely Natural is positioned perfectly
as an elimination diet option, a great transition diet or as an elevated standard for
everyday feeding at a great value.”
Fromm, the family-owned and operated pet food manufacturer based in
Wisconsin, has been devoted to product
innovation and a meticulous approach to
manufacturing. In 2016, Fromm acquired
its third manufacturing hub, a canning facility in Eden, Wisconsin, just a short drive
from both the company home office and
manufacturing plant in Mequon. This facility is dedicated exclusively to the manufacturing of canned recipes. This has allowed
Fromm to expand existing lines and create
new ones to provide complete and balanced
nutrition in wet diets.
Earlier this year, Fromm introduced
the newest Four-Star Nutritionals recipe
for dogs: Fromm Zealambder. Inspired
by the rustic landscape of New Zealand,
the entrée brings together the goodness of
lamb, salmon, venison, wholesome grains
and select fruits and vegetables including
kiwifruit and pumpkin. Zealambder is
distinctive in that it is chicken- and potato-free and its ingredients provide a diverse
profile of nutrients including protein, fat,
high-quality complex carbohydrates, vitamins and minerals. Because joint health
and support is so important for all breeds
and sizes, Zealambder also includes greenlipped mussels which are packed full of
nutrients including glucosamine, chon-
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from birth to maturity, just as they do in
dogs,” said Bryan Nieman, brand director
for Fromm Family Foods. “I think there’s
often a perception that a cat’s changing nutritional needs may not be as distinct or
unique as their canine counterparts. The
Cat Gold packaging redesign, as well as
the introduction for new Healthy Weight
Gold, serve as an excellent springboard
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to keep the conversation going about life
stage-specific nutrition for cats.”
Boasting more than 220 veterinarians,
nutritionists and food scientists using evidence-based clinical nutrition to develop its
vast assortment of recipes, Hill’s Pet Nutrition is another brand that’s at the forefront
of pet food innovations.
“We have innovative foods for both

healthy pets and sick pets, and we believe
that every pet needs the right nutrition, so
we formulate our foods with the precise
balance so that dogs and cats get all the nutrients they need and one that they don’t,”
said Kathy Gross, Ph. D., worldwide director of clinical nutrition at Hills Pet Nutrition in Topeka, Kansas. “Our most recent
innovations are focused on helping pets
have a healthy gut.”
Hill’s Prescription Diet Gastrointestinal Biome is for dogs and for cats, which
contains a proprietary blend of prebiotics
shown to rapidly activate the gut microbiome to support digestive health and
well-being. The innovative therapeutic nutrition actively promotes regular healthy
stool in as little as 24 hours. With a veterinarian’s guidance, it helps reduce the risk
of future GI episodes in pets suffering from
fiber responsive GI conditions.
One of the newcomers to the pet industry is Alphia, which was formed this year
by the unification of C.J. Foods and American Nutrition. The company also includes
milling company LANI , which allows it
to investigate new ingredient options that
will help determine the next “it” ingredient.
According to Robert Lee, vice president
of strategic sourcing for Alphia, health-conscious pet owners are interested in unique
ingredients and sustainable proteins, such
as tilapia and green beans. And while peas,
chickpeas and potatoes have fallen out of
favor as ingredients, he points to ancient
grains like millet, oats and pearl barley as
viable replacements as they are less processed than mainstream grains like corn.
“The growing popularity of unique ingredients is partly due to the humanization
of pets,” Lee explained. “Some dog and cat
owners, who follow a healthy, sustainable
diet, want their pets’ diets to mimic their
own nutrition choices. Sustainability in
the raising or farming process for proteins
and other ingredients is driving popularity
for some new ingredient options, including
insects. Sustainable agriculture is often defined as low-carbon food production, with
reduced growing or raising time, less water
and space needs and a lower emission of
greenhouse gases. More brands are focusing on sustainable ingredients as part of
their value statement to consumers.” PA
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WHOLESOME
TREATS
Consumers are inﬂuencing the newest
products from treat manufacturers.
BY GLENN A. POLYN

A

s with everything else in the pet
care industry, the growth in treats
has been fueled by the humanization of pets. Even the manner in
which pet treats are displayed on shelves, end
caps and checkout counters has changed, with
pet store aisles now resembling supermarket
human snack aisles.
And consumers know what they want in
their pet’s treats: Simple, satisfying and healthy.
While the treat category is ever-changing,
many of today’s top brands have several things
in common. They are listening to their customer demands as they follow a mission of
being innovative.
Founded in 2014 by Patrick Caprez, Natural Cravings was formed with the idea of
creating a holistic line of dog treats that were
sourced and made in the United States. The
livestock are treated humanely while being pas-
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ture finished and raised without antibiotics.
Among the Natural Cravings SKUs are bones,
chews and bully sticks, with sizzle sticks and a
12-inch super monster bully stick topping the
brand’s list of most popular items.
“When Patrick came up with the super
monster, that’s when the brand exploded,” said
Lucy Calamari Caprez, marketing director for
Natural Cravings. “The bully sticks come in
three sizes, but the super monsters were getting
the most attention. People would come to the
trade shows looking for those bully sticks.”
Barking Buddha, a separate brand comprised of grass-fed, free-range, sustainably
sourced dog treats sourced from South America, was launched by Patrick Caprez two years
after he started Natural Cravings,
“Patrick felt the market was in need of
US-quality treat products at a more affordable
price, so he traveled to South America, visited

the plants and Barking Buddha was formed,”
Calamari Caprez explained. “The Barking
Buddha SKUs were originally a carbon copy
of Natural Cravings, but at a different price
point for a South American-sourced product.”
What also sets the two brands apart is the
Beef Cheek, which Calamari Caprez describes
as a game changer that Caprez invented for
Barking Buddha. It had a soft launch in 2016
but was officially introduced to the industry in
March 2017 at Global Pet Expo.
“I remember Patrick holding up the product and announcing ‘I am going to call it a
Beef Cheek. It’s a cute name, it’s descriptive
and it tells you what the product is made of,’”
Calamari Caprez recalled.
Riding on the popularity of the Beef
Cheek, Barking Buddha is this month launching a new product created by Caprez called the
Pork Cheek, which has a pork flavor wrapped
in beef jerky.
“Patrick came up with the look of the pork
cheek, the recipe and how to make it,” she said.
“Innovation is Patrick’s favorite word. He’s always thinking about what we’re going to do
next, what will keep people talking and, more
importantly, what are we going to edit out of
the two product lines because it’s become a paper weight or other people have it. We want to
be first on the market with something and let
everyone else copy us. We’re always changing
with the market. We believe that you have to
stay relevant by changing. We change with our
customers. We listen to pet owners.”

FEATURE ARTICLE | TREAT
Founded in 2005, Pure Treats has established a reputation for making high quality
dog and cat treats with the PureBites brand.
Built on a core principle of asking pet parents
to examine its pure, natural ingredients list,
the manufacturer has built a loyal following
of consumers wanting only the best for their
dog or cat.
All PureBites dog and cat treats are made

with only one, two or three ingredients. Made
with human-grade ingredients that are sourced
in the United States, PureBites treats are pure,
natural and grain-free. The brand’s freeze-dried
treats are high in protein, low in calorie, and
support healthy skin and coat.
“PureBites offers pet parents the peace
of mind knowing that they are buying treats
made with ingredient labels that have one to

DOgS TReAt tHeM
LIkE ThEy tReAt uS.

®

TReAt tHeM WeLl.

TReAt tHeM faIrLy.

Dogs need mental stimulation
to keep their brains sharp. Pop
a nutritious treat in a West Paw
treat toy for a challenge and a
reward. (Best day ever.)

Humanely raised
freeze-dried proteins
with no antibiotics on
sustainable farms
and ranches.

TReAt tHeM KiNdLy.

TReAt tHeM WiTh lOvE.
We’re in it for the wags. We’ll
replace or refund anything that
doesn’t induce a happy dance.

Single Ingredient & Limited Ingredient Dog Treats
1-800-443-5567 . westpaw.com/treats
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three ingredients and that are easy to read and
understand,” said Andrea Bourne, marketing
manager for PureBites. “All PureBites treats are
made using a delicate process to ensure only
the fewest whole ingredients are included.”
In 2019, Earth Animal celebrated 20
years in the pet care industry by opening a
free-standing retail store in Westport, Connecticut, and adding a peanut butter variety
to its popular No-Hide Wholesome Chews
line. A healthy, hand-rolled alternative to rawhide while containing no chemicals, bleaches,
formaldehydes or additives, No-Hide chews
average 80 percent digestibility, while the digestibility of rawhide is far less, according to
Earth Animal.
One of the first products Dr. Bob and Susan Goldstein introduced under the couple’s
Earth Animal banner was All Natural Chicken
Cutlets with Brushed-On Benefits. The dog
treats come in several varieties that address
common dog conditions, with supplements
applied via an olive oil marinade.
“We use it as sort of a carrier to get the individual nutrients to stick to the chicken,” Dr.
Goldstein said. “We developed a process where
we actually marinate the chicken tenders in the
solution that contains the brushed-on benefits,
so they get absorbed into the treat, then we
dehydrate them at a very low temperature.”
West Paw, a pet brand known for its
eco-friendly dog toys, beds, collars and leashes,
has this year entered the pet treat market with
its first ever collection of healthy dog treats.
This summer saw the brand launch three
types of treats and six flavors. West Paw treats
are sustainably sourced snacks that pair with
the brand’s award-winning toys. The lineup
features Creamy Treats, Limited Ingredient
Freeze-Dried Treats and Single-Ingredient
Freeze Dried Treats.
“When we set out to develop treats for
West Paw, we had a clear mission to make
delicious and healthy dog treats that included sustainably sourced and humanely raised
animal proteins,.” said Sarah Hamilton, senior
lifestyle manager at West Paw. “We spent over
three years researching the market, learning
about dog nutrition, listening to consumers
and retailers, and speaking to ranchers, processors and treat manufacturers to make sure
we could get our treats right. This research led
us to focus on whole food ingredients for our
freeze-dried treats. We chose fruits and vege-
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tables that are familiar to our consumers and
tasty for their dogs, and we combined those ingredients with animal proteins that were raised
on sustainable ranches and farms and treated
humanely throughout their lives.
“Since we make treat toys like Toppl and
Tux, we knew there was a demand for tasty
creamy treats that were made specifically for
dogs,” she continued. “We took the same philosophy of finding great ingredients that dogs
love, like peanut butter and bananas in our
creamy treats. Additionally, all of our treats
working perfectly with our treat and puzzle
toys. We also wanted our treats to be in packaging that was as sustainably as possible, so we
sourced aluminum tubes that consumers can
just drop into their recycling bin when their
dog has eaten all the yummy goodness.”
Ethical Products, a leading manufacturer
of pet supplies, last year announced its launch
of Fieldcrest Farms, allowing the company to
enter into the category of natural chews, including bully sticks, hooves, knee caps, femur
bones and more.
“Ethical is a recognized leader in the alternative chew category with its expansive line of
nylon, bamboo, rubber, rope and plush chew
toys,” said Ethical Products president Jonathan
Zelinger during the Fieldcrest Farms launch.
“With the addition of Fieldcrest Farms, we
can now offer one stop shopping for a full array of chew products to distributors and inde-

pendent pet stores. Fieldcrest Farms products
will be sold exclusively in brick-and-mortar
locations and will not be offered for sale via
e-commerce websites.”
According to Mike Risoli, purchasing and
inventory manager at Ethical Products, the
addition of a natural treat line was a natural
extension for the brand.
“We’ve been in business for 68 years, and
customers have asked us to get into natural
treats and chews,” he explained. “We started
off with around 30 SKUs. The vast majority
of our product comes from Brazil, which is
known for its meat products. From monster
femurs, knee caps, pig ears, bully sticks—you
name it, we’ve got it. This way, our customers
can buy it all from us in one shipment. And
the product is an excellent product.”
Fieldcrest Farms introduced its own rawhide alternative earlier this year in the Nothin’
to Hide. According to Risoli, the Nothin’ to
Hide chews are 96 percent digestible. Available
in retriever rolls for large dogs, flip chips for
medium-size dogs and twist stix for smaller
dogs (which have been the best sellers of the
lineup), the company plans to launch a peanut
butter flavor and two new shapes this month.
“It’s a fantastic product,” he said. “We’re
on fire with it. A rawhide alternative that looks
like rawhide. It’s made from human-grade collagen powder that’s produced from the meat
industry. It has tons of benefits, including how

Volkman Pet Products

Growing our distribution capabilities.
We now offer 2 day shipping to 85% of America’s Pet Retailers.
Contact us for more information on how we can grow your business.
Info@VolkmanPet.com • 1.800.635.9359
@VolkmanPetProducts
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it helps support joint health.”
The brand also makes a bully stick alternative in its Bully Crunchers, which are highly
digestible at 95+ percent. Made from beef skin
from the animal’s tender forehead, the product
is sourced from Brazil and made via a proprietary process that results in the skin coming
out in the shape of a bully stick.
“It lasts as long as a bully stick, if not longer,” Risoli explained. “It’s high in protein, it’s
less expensive than bully sticks and has less of
an odor than a bully stick. A lot of consumers
are looking for single ingredient treats, and we
listen to our customers.”
Wild Eats, one of several brands in the
Cosmic Pet roster, has long been known for
its range of water buffalo chew products. This
year the company rebranded, which included an expansion of its single-source protein
products to include cod, salmon, venison and
lamb. The product lineup features the likes
of jerky treats, meat sticks, freeze-dried treats,
munchy rolls and such chews as horns, ears,
tails, bully sticks, hooves, gullet, cheek rolls
and cheek strips.
“This expansion and rebrand allows us to
continue our mission of providing sustainable,
single-ingredient products to pets and pet
owners, while pushing the industry forward
and growing with the consumer demand of
serving their pets nothing but the best,” said
Tim Blurton, CEO of Cosmic Pet, adding
that the water buffalo, lamb and venison treats
are free-range, grass-fed, gluten- and grain-free,
while the salmon and cod products are wildcaught.
The product line expansion is highlighted with elevated brand packaging. The new,
aesthetic look provides an effective visual, color-coded system to differentiate between protein sources and products. The look enhances
a brand personality that speaks to each individual protein and the natural environments from
which they are sourced.
Today’s treat manufacturers are listening
to consumers, and that means retailers have
the ability to offer their customers a variety of
new and exciting treats for their fur baby. As
the current demands from consumers include
wholesome, natural and limited-ingredient
treats, store owners can rest assured that there
will be plenty of options for them to stock,
which will result in full shopping baskets and
increased sales. PA

Chew on This!

US Sourced, US Made Chews.

100% Odorless Bully Sticks
Raw Shelf Stable™ Smoked Marrow Bones
Pig snouts, beef & bison trachea, beef knee caps,
nail-off duck feet, and more! We make the chews
that keep pups coming back for more!

Find out more at

ChasingOurTails.com
978-852-0667 • elena@nepetproducts.com
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NULO FREEZE-DRIED RAW

JIMINY’S DOG FOOD
J i m i ny ’s i s s e e k i n g t o
co m b at t h e e f fe c t s o f
climate change by challenging both the pet industry and pet owners to
rethink traditional meat
proteins. Jiminy’s insect protein
dog foods comes in two flavors:
Cricket Crave and Good Grub.
Both formulas focus on a dog’s
gut health and are pre-biotic, hypoallergenic and highly digestible. These formulas are sustainable and eco-friendly dog food
options, and switching one dog
from a chicken-based diet to a
cricket protein diet saves 480,000
gallons of water per year!
www.jiminys.com

NULO recognizes the importance
of a well-rounded diet. While the
brand’s Freeze-Dried Raw foods
for dogs are predominantly
meat-based recipes (up to 83
percent meat, organs and bone),
NULO includes fresh fruits and
vegetables, like apples, cranberries,
kale and butternut squash, sourced from U.S. farms to deliver a mixture of
fiber types and natural antioxidants. NULO’s raw ingredients are quickly
frozen and gently freeze-dried to lick in nutrient retention and flavor.
www.nulo.com
TIKI DOG RAW
Tiki Dog Raw offers dogs the protein they
crave in its purest form by offering high —
quality raw meat with superior palatability.
Tiki Dog Raw undergoes High Pressure Pasteurization (HPP) for food safety. Its re-sealable 24-ounce packaging allows it to
maintain its freshness and provides safe
storage. Tiki Dog Raw flavors are Chicken with Chicken Bone Broth, Duck with
Turkey Bone Broth and Beef with Beef Bone Broth.
www.tikipets.com

NATURAL DOG COMPANY
TREMENDA CHEWS
Tremenda chews from The Natural Dog
Company have a texture that is softer
and chewier compared to bully sticks,
making them recommended for picky
eaters or dogs with missing teeth. The
family-owned company developed its
Tremenda Chewy Bulls by combining a
few its best-selling products into one.
The Tremenda Chewy Bulls are made of
a strip of beef bladder wrapped around
a beef esophagus stuffed with ground
bully sticks and wheat flour.
www.thenaturaldogcompany.com
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50% Treat. 50% Supplement.

100% Love.

All Products:
GRAIN
FREE

NON-GMO

*

WHEY
PROTEIN

**

***

learn more at

www.SimplyKindHearted.com
Instagram: @SimplyKindHearted_us
Email: sales@simplykindhearted.com

unconditdionally
kin

* EXCLUDES MUNCHABLES WITH MILK AND CAT MILK REPLACEMENT
** EXCLUDES MUNCHABLES WITH HAIRBALL CONTROL *** EXCLUDES MUNCHABLES WITH CHEESE
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LIQ
VITA PRIMA
All small animal and bird
diets from Vita
Prima are free
from artificial
colors, flavors
and preservatives. These
species-specific formulas been completely
revamped in 2019 with a fresh
modern look, premium packaging and recipes made with a
unique blend of nutrient-rich
a n c i e n t g r a i n s . T h e b r a n d ’s
Hedgehog Food is made from a
high-protein blend of meat, seafood, mealworms and vegetables.
www.vitakraftsunseed.com

LIQ is an innovative, low-calorie and interactive treat for
dogs and cats that is made in
the United States. With four
doctor-developed recipes and
a unique bottle design that
doubles as a pet massager, LIQ
lives up to its mission: “Love on
the inside. Love on the outside.”
www.liq.pet

PAWS & CO. CHEWS
Paws & Co, known for their lineup
of naturally-shed elk antler dog
chews, is introducing Dipped Antler Chews and Bully Stick Wrapped
Antler Chews to their collection.
These innovative antler chews are
full of flavor – they are highly palatable and perfect for any dog that
needs a little more enticing.
www.pawsandcodogchews.com

FIELDCREST FARMS
NATURAL BODY PARTS
Fieldcrest Farms from Ethical
Products has a line of natural
body par ts, including bully
sticks, hooves, knee caps, femur bones and more. The Natural Pork Chews includes pig
ears with a deliciously meaty
flavor that dogs find irresistible. The pig ears are highly
digestible, mak ing them a
healthy alternative to traditional rawhide. Baked to perfection for maximum flavor,
they are 100 percent all-natural, high-protein, hearty snacks.
www.ethicalpet.com
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A&E BIRD SNACKS
A&E Cage Company is the exclusive U.S. importer of Smakers
bird snacks, which are treat sticks
created with high-quality, natural ingredients that supplement
and complement a pet bird’s
daily diet. These treats are handmade, never baked and packed
full of vitamins and minerals.
www.aecageco.com

ZIWI CHEWS
ZIWI’s single-protein chews include
Lamb Tripe, Lamb Drumsticks, Lamb
Trachea and Beef Weasand. Each chew
is crafted from grass-fed, grass-finished
meats sourced from free-range New
Zealand farms.
www.ziwipets.com

CHASING OUR TAILS BULLY STICKS
Bully Sticks from Chasing Our Tails are
sourced and made in the United States.
Made from 100 percent grass-fed bull pizzle, these treats are washed and trimmed
by hand for superior quality. The extra-thick stick offers a worthy match for
powerful chewers, and since it is made
from just one ingredient, it’s suitable for
dogs with allergies or sensitivities.
www.chasingourtails.com

FROMM FOUR-STAR RECIPES
Fromm’s Four-Star Nutritionals features more than two dozen grain-free
and grain-inclusive entrees for dogs
and cats that can be fed exclusively or in rotation with any
other Fromm recipe. Each artisan recipe is meticulously
prepared using the highest quality ingredients at one of
three family-owned-and-operated manufacturing facilities.
Fromm’s new Four-Star Zealamber recipe is chicken- and
potato-free, offering a nutritional option for pet parents
looking to omit those ingredients from their dog’s diet.
www.frommfamily.com
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WEST PAW DOG TREATS
SQUAREPET SQUARELY NATURAL
The pure and natural formulation of
Squarely Natural primarily uses only
four minimally processed, high-quality
ingredients. Squarely Natural pet food
is especially amenable to pets with
food sensitivities. It is free of the corn,
wheat and soy fillers that are found in
many other brands. In fact, it is free of
all fillers and chemical preservatives.
SquarePet is proud to maintain all manufacturing of its products, including
Squarely Natural pet food, in the USA.

West Paw Treats are sustainably-sourced, simple, meaty
single -protein snacks, balanced superfood blends and
creamy treats that pair perfectly and nutritiously with
its award-winning treat toys.
West Paw Treats include innovative Creamy Treats, Limited Ingredient Freeze-Dried Treats and Single Ingredient
Freeze-Dried Treats. All West Paw treats are
backed by West Paw’s Love It Guarantee.
www.westpaw.com

www.mysquarepet.com
SIMPLY KIND HEARTED

EARTH ANIMAL CHICKEN CUTLETS
Like all Earth Animal treats, the brand’s
Chicken Cutlets with brushed-on benefits are designed to ensure a beneficial,
healthy and divine experience for dogs.
Dr. Bob Goldstein picked the top conditions affecting dogs today and added targeted vitamins, minerals and antioxidants
in tasty olive oil marinades to these treats,
which contain no wheat, corn, soy, sugar,
salt, chemicals or additives.

Simply Kind Hearted cat and dog
treats are highly palatable treats
for a pet’s holistic health. These
are functional treats with essential vitamins and nutrients. The
brand offers two treat lines with
18 recipes: Munchables crunchy
cat treats plus Squeezables lickable
treats for cats and dogs. Simply Kind
Hearted products are 50 percent treat, 50
percent supplement and 100 percent love.
www.simplykindhearted.com

www.earthanimal.com

DOGGIE SWEET TATERS
Kennelmaster uses pure, natural ingredients sourced in the United States.
Chip’s Naturals Doggie Sweet Taters
are one-ingredient treats that are high
in fiber and low in fat. These treats are
also high in beta-carotene and minerals
that promote good digestive health in a
sweet-tasting chew.
www.chipsnaturals.com
September 2020 petage.com
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SELECTIVE NATURALS
GRAIN-FREE FOOD

JONES SELECT TREATS
The Jones Natural Chews Select line of premium treats includes 100 percent Chicken and
100 percent Turkey Pure Meat Slices. These single-ingredient treats are natural, high-protein
snacks from meat raised and sourced in the
USA. There is only one ingredient on the label,
with no artificial flavors, fillers or preservatives.

Supreme is going grain-free
with Selective Naturals rabbit
and guinea pig food. Nine ty-three percent of pet owners
think there is a benefit to feeding grain-free, believing it is
less likely to cause health problems. Selective Naturals GrainFree is rich in Timothy Hay and
garden vegetables, with no
added sugars, corn or wheat.
www.supremepetfoods.com

www.jonesnaturalchews.com

TIMBERLINE REPTILE LUNCH BOX
Timberline continues to set the standards for reptile nutrition, and the brand’s Lunch Box contains
24-plus fresh, maintenance-free crickets boxed
up and ready to go on the retail shelf. The packaging of each Lunch Box is clear plastic, so retailers
and customers can see what’s inside without having to worry about escapees. Each Lunch Box comes clearly marked
with a “born on” date, allowing for seven days of shelf life,
and customers get approximately seven days of home use.
www.timberlinefresh.com

MERRICK FOOD
AND TREATS
Merrick crafts recipes with real, whole
foods and the freshest ingredients without
additives, sweeteners, colors or
preservatives. The company offers
a wide variety of high-quality dry
and wet foods, as well as treats, for
dogs and cats. Merrick’s new slowcooked BBQ recipes start with real,
deboned beef, pork or chicken as
the first ingredient and is inspired
by a region or city known for their
signature BBQ flavor.
www.merrickpetcare.com
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PUREBITES TREATS

AQUEON
TROPICAL FOODS
Aqueon Tropical Foods
provide optimum nutrition for a wide array of tropical fish.
They deliver a healthy daily diet for
proper growth and vitality and bring
out natural colors in fish. Available in
flakes or granules to accommodate
the various feeding habits throughout
the water column. Flake food floats at
the surface of the water for fish to enjoy. The color-enhancing food formula
has a higher concentration of ingredients—such as spirulina, marigold
powder, chili powder and more—that
bring out the colors in fish.
www.aqueon.com

All PureBites dog and cat treats are
made with only one, two or three ingredients. PureBites are 100 percent pure,
natural and grain free. These freezedried treats are made with
human grade ingredients
for a taste dogs and cats
crave. PureBites FreezeDried Treats are sourced
and made in the USA.
www.purebites.com
SUPER MONSTER BULLY STICKS
Super Monster Bully Sticks from Natural Cravings are the largest bully
sticks, and they’re what found the
brand fame with pet owners and in
the pet product industry. These treats
are the densest and longest-lasting
bully stick in the market.
www.naturalcravingsusa.com

September 2020 petage.com
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BARKING BUDDHA BEEF CHEEKS
Invented by Barking Buddha, these are the
most popular chew in the country today.
They are rich in glucosamine and a great alternative to rawhide. They have inspired other treats, including Barking Buddha’s Pork
Cheeks, which are wrapped in beef jerky.
www.naturalcravingsusa.com
NATURE’S LOGIC DISTINCTION
Nature’s Logic, the creators of 100 percent natural food for dogs and cats
with no synthetic vitamins, makes
Distinction and Distinction GrainFree, which are only available in independent pet stores. Some pets truly
require a grain-free diet. That’s why
Nature’s Logic created a natural, logical approach to grain-free that pet
parents can be confident feeding their
dog. High in animal protein and high
in natural taurine, these grain-free recipes do not replace grains with high
glycemic substitutes like potatoes,
peas or other legumes like soybeans or
chickpeas. Distinction and Distinction
Grain-Free bags are the first Certified
Plastic Neutral bags in the pet industry.
www.natureslogic.com

WILD EATS
Wild Eats, known for its range of
top-quality water buffalo products,
has expanded its single -source
proteins to include cod, salmon,
v enison, lamb and sweet potato.
The new proteins are sustainably
sourced, non-GMO products with
no added hormones, antibiotics,
artificial preservatives, colors or flavors. They’re free-range, grass-fed,
gluten and grain-free, and a great
source of Omega-3. These treats
are ideal for dogs with allergies.

www.k9granolafactory.com
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1-800-320-6734

www.wildeats.org
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GET CARRIED AWAY

t’s not unusual to see people pushing a stroller while walking
along a sidewalk. And nowadays, nobody does a double take if
the stroller were to contain the person’s fur baby.
Carriers and portable kennels designed for dogs, cats and other
small animals come in a variety of shapes, sizes and styles. And many
of these travel products have been designed with air travel in mind. In
addition, thanks to companies like King’s Cages and A&E Cage Co.,
birds can also leave the house with their owners.
That’s the state of pet ownership in 2020. Gone are the days when
people leave their pets at home while we head out for a day trip or to go
shopping. And thanks to manufacturers, today’s carriers and portable

THE VOYAGER
The Voyager by A&E Cage Company
is a large soft-sided travel carrier
that includes a removable perch
and shoulder strap. It’s lightweight,
has sturdy construction with stainless steel wire mesh, double stitching and no-skid rubber feet.
www.aecageco.com

kennels are technologically advanced to the point where these products
are highly durable, ultra comfortable and extremely easy to use for putting in and taking out the pet. And the brands that manufacture these
travel products have designed them to be safe for the companion animal.
It’s important for consumers to know that portable cages, carriers
and travel kennels are not just for pleasure trips, as every pet parent
should have these products as part of his or her family’s emergency
kit. Retailers would be wise to educate their customers on how these
travel products should be treated as a pet’s safe space for better preparedness in case of an emergency, as it can make all the difference if
one should occur.

GEN7 PATHFINDER JOGGER
Take your pet anywhere with you in
the G7 Jogger Pet Stroller. Great for an
active family that’s always on the go,
the G7 Jogger Pet Stroller holds up to
75 pounds, which makes it perfect for
a large dog or a couple of small dogs.
www.petmate.com

WROUGHT IRON TRAVEL CARRIER FOR BIRDS
This durable travel carrier comes with everything you
need to keep birds safe and comfortable during travel
and transport. It has welded bracket seat belt collars
for car travel safety; a bendable rope perch; solid cup
doors to prevent spilling; a secure, bird-proof door lock
and more.
www.prevuepet.com
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K9 COURIER
With a durable, completely waterproof
and muck-proof Armor-sole bottom, the
K9 Courier allows
owners to comfor tably bring their dog
(up to 15 pounds)
along on any adventure, and the back
strap keeps it stable during
walks or bike rides. Dogs can stick their
head out of the contoured sides to see
the way, and there’s extra room to store
additional essentials like hydration products, keys and more. The K9 Courier can
be set up as a vehicle booster seat.

ALUMINUM TRAVEL CAGE
King’s Cages aluminum cages are anodized so they are
scratch and chip resistant. Patented front door lock with hidden magnets ensure the door
does not rattle during transit.
The prestige of stainless steel
but more than half the cost.
Sleek and elegant, easy to set up
and easy to clean. Aluminum travel
bird cages are designed and manufactured
exclusively by King’s Cages International, LLC.
www.kingscages.com

www.kurgo.com

JACKSON GALAXY CONVERTIBLE CAT BACKPACK

K9 SPORT SACK FLEX
K9 Sport Sack FLEX is the most
up-to-date, upgraded, ultimate
dog carrier backpack. With
its FLEX 3-1 sizing technology, you can adjust your
bag to get the perfect fit for
a dog. It has an added waist
belt to distribute weight of
a dog and has extra support in the shoulder straps.
www.k9sportsack.com

The Jackson Galaxy Convertible
Cat Backpack is an upgraded
version of the original “The Fat
Cat” backpack design, adding
new features to the already
incredibly popular carrier
among pet parents. The product can be used as a backpack or a
traditional carrier with a detachable shoulder strap, and it includes a removable comfortable mat that fits when used either way.
www.yourcatbackpack.com

THE APOLLO
The Apollo Cat Backpack is for
those bigger k itties who also
love having a spaceship bubble window to watch the world
from. They also have the option
of safely looking out from the top
window while being tethered in.
The Apollo has padded shoulder straps, a chest strap and a
padded back for your comfort.
The Apollo also comes with an
exclusive training for your kitty.
www.catexplorer.co

PETMATE ULTRA
VARI KENNEL
Made in the USA from
recyclable materials,
the Ultra Vari Kennel
f r o m Pe t m a t e i s d e signed for travel and training,
making for the perfect “home within a
home.” Taking into account your dog’s
natural denning instinct, our kennels
are manufactured with their comfort
and safety in mind.
www.petmate.com
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GOT GIFTS?

LAZY DOG
VINTAGE HOLIDAY
COLLECTION

Halloween and the winter holidays are just
around the corner, and this is the time when
consumers are eager to shower their pets with
gifts. Retailers that stock their shelves with
spooky, festive or bright-colored products.
When it comes to holiday stockings, collars,
leashes and toys, the rule of thumb seems to be
that the flashier the better.

Treat your pup to the flavors of the holiday season
with Laz y D og Cook ie
Co.’s Vintage Holiday Collection! These soft-baked
treats and pies are wheat,
corn, and soy-free. Flavors
like maple-glazed ham, peanut butter chunk, and turkey
and sweet potato will leave
your dog drooling for more!
www.lazydogcookies.com

WALKEE PAWS LEASH
AND LEGGINGS

YEOWWW! CATNIP HOLIDAY
KITTEN KABOODLE
The Holiday Kitten Kaboodle
displays it all! A great way to get
your cat section holiday ready,
this rotating display has 60
toys, among them the Yeowww! Catnip holiday toys as
well as their most gifted items.
All Yeowww! Catnip toys are
100 percent stuffed with organically grown catnip, made with
durable cotton twill fabric and
are made in the USA.

Available in a variety of patterns, Walkee Paws Leggings
have “grippies” on the outside of the waterproof booties for better traction. New
water-resistant technology on the stretchy legging
fabric ensures legs stay dry,
too. The super-durable and
long-lasting leash has an additional D-ring at the base
of the handle to attach keys
or a poop bag holder. The
standard 6-foot-long leash
comes in three widths: small
(0.6 inches), medium (0.8
inches) and large (1 inch).
www.walkeepaws.com

www.duckyworld.com

HEARTH HOUNDS
Hearth Hounds is a patented line of dog
Christmas stockings that looks like 23 of
the most popular breeds, in 30 variations. Made with minky/cuddle fabric and faux furs, these stockings are
designed in the United States and
embellished with ribbon collar,
bow, jingle bell and a D-ring.
Stockings are fully lined. Sizes
range from 7 inches by 14.5 inches up to 10 inches by 21.5 inches.
www.hearthhounds.com

PAISLEY COLLECTION
These rich and vibrant paisley-patterned collars are made of genuine soft
suede leather. Four colors make up this
pattern of small curving shapes with
intricate detailing. Sturdy nickel-plated buckles and D-rings are used to
make this product durable and lasting. Leather leads are finely crafted to
match. Proudly made in the U.S.A.
www.leatherbrothers.com
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HUXLEY & KENT HOLIDAY TOYS
Huxley & Kent, manufacturer of fun and functional pet products,
is launching new holiday toys, stockings and neckwear for the
2020 holidays. The launch includes new dog and cat toys,
four new tree decorations, a new stocking and many
new designs of neckwear, hats and scarves. New
for 2020 in toys are a Santa Costume Bone toy,
an Elf Costume Bone toy, plus an entire new
collection called Hairy, Merry & Bright.
www.huxleyandkent.com

IT’S A DIRTY JOB
Pet waste management is a topic that is more complicated than
the typical consumer thinks. It’s an area of pet care that retailers would be wise to educate their customers on, especially
regarding the importance of the available waste cleaning options. In addition to poop bags, litter and litter boxes, pet owners should be shown the variety of cleaners that combat stains
and odors while being safe for the animal and their pet parents.

OXYFRESH CAGE
CLEANER
Oxyfresh’s Cage Cleaner
is ideal for cleaning kennels and cages for small
a n i m a l s s u c h a s b i rd s,
ger bils and mice. Like
all products at Oxyfresh,
Cage Cleaner is made in
the USA. It is cruelty-free,
non-toxic, safe, gentle
and effective. The cleaner will not disrupt a pet’s
immune system.
www.oxyfresh.com
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COSMOS CORPORATION
Cosmos Corporation acquired Urine Off, Zorbit-Up and Yard Clean Green. Urine Off is a urine
odor and stain remediation product that is safe
to use on a variety of surfaces. Zorb-it Up! is a
super-absorbent technology that quickly turns
liquids into solids for fast and easy clean up. Yard
Clean Green eradicates foul odors caused by animal urine and feces. Great for yards and kennels!
www.cosmoscorp.com

SCATTERLESS
LOCK-N-LITTER PAN
Ware Pet Product’s Scatterless LockN-Litter Pan features high sides
to keep messes in and stain- and
odor-resistant plastic. A wire floor
panel keeps messes away from pet.
www.warepet.com

THE DOOLOOP
The dooloop simply
is the easiest, handsfree way to carry dog
waste. Attached to
your leash, it takes only
one hand to loop bags
on, putting distance
between you and the
p o o. M a n u f a c t u r e d
in Maine, the dooloop is
made of compostable plastic, using
zero-waste packaging. It’s easy for dog
owners and easy on the planet. It’s a
drag holding the bag, use a dooloop!
www.thedooloop.com

BIOKLEEN BAC-OUT PET LINE
Biokleen has a new line of cleaning
products. The Back-Out Pet line includes Biokleen Bac-Out Pet Stain &
Odor Remover, specially formulated
to use on deep carpet stains and used
as a soak for stubborn odors; Biokleen
Bac-Out Pet Stain & Odor Remover
with Foamer, uses the same formulation as the Bac-Out Pet Stain & Odor
Remover, and it comes with a foaming sprayer to remove surface-level
stains; and Biokleen Bac-Out Pet – Pet
Bed & Fabric Refresher, the enzyme
formula works to eliminate smells
on pet beds, couches and other fabric surfaces pets like to lay on.
www.biokleenhome.com
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CLEAN CAGE
HABITAT DEODORIZER
Available in 16-ounce and 32-ounce sizes, Kaytee’s
Clean Cage Deodorizer Spray is a non-toxic cleaner
and deodorizer containing a combination of environmentally safe cleansing agents, plus refreshing
odor control properties to safely clean your pet’s
home and accessories. Clean cages contribute to
the proper care small animals need to lead happy
and healthy lives.
www.kaytee.com

WEE AWAY
Wee Away makes powerful pet odor and stain removers in two fragrances. These products are safe for
the environment and for pets and their people. Wee
Away’s natural, eco-friendly enzymes and odor-eating
bacteria destroy the source of the odors and stains,
instead of simply attempting to mask them.
www.weeaway.com

BEST SHOT 256 DISINFECTANTS
SCOOPFREE COVERED
SELF-CLEANING LITTER BOX
The ScoopFree Covered Self-Cleaning Litter
Box, 2nd Generation, self-cleans for weeks
with no scooping, cleaning or refilling, and
comes with a cover for added privacy. The
upgraded model features a sleek design in
neutral grays to integrate seamlessly into
modern home decor. Additionally, it includes safety sensors and a health counter
to help detect early signs of health issues.
www.petsafe.com

Best Shot 256 Disinfectants are effective against a broad-spectrum of
bacteria, is a virucide and inhibits the
growth of mold and mildew, including their odors when used as directed.
It kills parvo, H1N1, H3N2, MRSA and
more. The one-step disinfectant is appropriate for animal holding facilities,
veterinarian clinics and pet grooming
establishments. One gallon makes 256
gallons of cleaning solution (dilute ½
oz. to one gallon of water).
www.bestshotpet.com

NATURE’S MIRACLE
HOUSEHOLD DISINFECTANTS
Nature’s Miracle Advanced Platinum
Stain & Odor Remover & Virus Disinfectant cleans pet messes while it disinfects with an antibacterial formula
that kills harmful dog and cat viruses. And the powerful new Nature’s Miracle Brand for Life’s Messes All-Purpose
Cleaner destroys 99.9 percent of bacteria, including E. coli and Salmonella, on
high-touch surfaces like countertops,
doorknobs, faucets and play structures.
www.naturesmiracle.com

www.VeeEnterprises.com • 800.733.1903
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TO THEIR HEALTH
The health care section of pet stores continues to expand as it’s now the norm for a
pet is considered a member of the family. Today’s health products include everything
from preventative care to supplements that alleviate aches, pains and stomach issues. Omega-3 and joint support products from brands like Grizzly Pet and NaturVet
are accompanied by the National Animal Supplements Council (NASC) Quality Seal,
which identifies products that are committed to quality, vigilance and continuous
improvement to promote the well-being of companion animals.

BOSS DOG BRAND RAW
GOAT MILK

BAYER PET SUPPLEMENTS

Boss Dog Raw Goat Milk is a digestive aid and helps pets obtain their daily need for moisture. When it comes to dogs and
cats, their bodies are made of 65%
moisture. Unlike humans, they are
designed to obtain a majority of
their water from the foods they
eat. By adding raw goat milk to
your pet’s diet, they’re getting the
moisture they need, as well as the
benefits from raw nutrients.

Bayer believes that formulation matters.
The company pays careful attention to
what is and what isn’t in its supplements.
That’s why Bayer products are grounded
in science. It’s why you’ll find the National
Animal Supplement Council quality seal
on every label. And it’s why you can confidently recommend Bayer pet supplements for the dogs and cats in your care.
www.petbasics.com/supplements

www.bossdogbrand.com

NATURVET
HEMP ACHES &
DISCOMFORT

PURINA FORTIFLORA
FortiFlora Canine Probiotic Supplement by Purina contains a
special strain of beneficial bacteria that is safe and effective.
FortiFlora has been proven to promote intestinal balance
and a healthy canine immune system. It also helps reduce
diarrhea associated with antibiotic therapy and stress.
www.purina.com

NaturVet has taken
one of its most popular for mulas and
added hemp seed for
additional health benefits! Hemp Aches & Discomfort is veterinarian-formulated with glucosamine,
yucca schidigera and hemp seed to
help alleviate aches and discomfort
associated with normal daily exercise.
www.naturvet.com

GRIZZLY
KRILL OIL
Join the fight
against free radicals in your pet’s digestive system
with Grizzly Pet Products’ Krill Oil—
an extremely powerful antioxidant
supplement providing up to eight
times more Astaxanthin than krill oil
for humans. Grizzly Krill Oil is sustainably harvested from Antarctica
and certified by WWF and CCAMLR.
www.grizzlypetproducts.com
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GLANDEX
Glandex is an all-natural and veterinarian recommended anal gland supplement for dogs and cats.
The patented formula uses a unique fiber blend to
support healthy stools, which helps the anal glands
empty naturally. Glandex also contains other key
ingredients including omega fatty acids, probiotics,
and digestive enzymes to provide additional digestive and
anal gland support so that pets can finally “boot the scoot!”
www.glandex.com

VETERICYN ALL-IN
ALL-IN is the first life-stage dog supplement on the market with an innovative
formula that provides optimal nutrient
absorption. The patented bio-active
complexes within ALL-IN focus on the
individual health and nutritional needs
to increase quality at each stage of a
dog’s life. ALL-IN contains the key nutrients your dog needs at its particular
stage of life, whether puppy, adult or
senior, to promote digestive, cellular,
bone, mental and immune health.
www.vetericyn.com

REPTILE REQUIREMENTS
In the wild, nature provides reptiles with the proper
heat, humidity, light and nutrition for their specific
species. As companion animals, it’s up to their owner to
enable the pets to live in conditions that replicate their
natural environment. This involves terrariums, food,
supplements, substrates, misters, heating lamps and
other accessories. By carrying the SKUs of the industry’s
herptile-savvy manufacturers, retailers can be the goto store for customers that want the best for their pets

API TURTLE FIX
API Turtle Fix is a safe, all-natural way to
treat topical bacterial infections on the
body and limbs of aquatic and semi-aquatic
reptiles and amphibians. It rapidly works to
repair damaged tissue and open wounds,
where fungus may grow. For use with
aquatic turtles, newts and aquatic frogs.
www.apifishcare.com

REPTILE PRIME COCONUT FIBER
SUBSTRATE
Reptile Prime Coconut Fiber Substrate is
an eco-friendly product made from the
husks of coconuts and can be safely composted or recycled into potted plants or
gardens. It’s an optimal substrate for terrarium setups incorporating reptiles, amphibians or inverts. It can be used with
tropical species or desert-dwelling pets.
www.reptileprime.com

Best Buy Bones, Inc.

Made in the USA

PO Box 39
Mount Morris MI 48458
sales@bestbuybones.com
(810) 687-2106
www.naturesownpetchews.com

All-Natural, No
Chemicals
Single Ingredient
Grain and
Gluten-free
Healthy
Alternative
to Rawhide
Beef, Chicken,
Duck, Pork, Turkey
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NATURAL CHEMISTRY REPTILE MITE SPRAY
This popular formula is designed to kill mites, lice and external parasites on contact. This effective formula is entirely safe
to use directly on snakes, lizards and other reptiles. Use it to
combat insects of all life stages, quickly and effectively eliminating them from your reptile and his environment. It can also be
used to clean surfaces and substrate of terrariums, as needed.
www.miraclecorp.com

GOURMET BEARDED
DRAGON FOOD
Zoo Med’s Gourmet Foods
combine natural pelleted
foods with a medley of
dried treats appropriate
for each type of animal.
Bearded dragon food adds
enrichment to a dragon’s
diet with mealworms, blueberries and
rose flowers. It includes essential vitamins and minerals with no artificial
colors, flavors or preservatives added.
www.zoomed.com

FRONT
OPENING
TERRARIUMS
Zilla’s Front Opening
Terrariums provide
reptile and amphibian keepers easier
access to their pets without the
need to move hot lights. The Zilla glass
open-front natural terrariums come with
a realistic foam background, removable
doors, locking safety pins and top inserts
to help keep humidity in the tank. The
bottom of the terrarium is water-tight for
creating a false bottom for planted tanks
or an aquarium water feature. The top of
the terrarium is made with a hinged panel that allows for easy access and has a
powder-coated screen to resist rust in a
high-humidity environment.
www.zillarules.com

TIMBERLINE
REPTILE
LUNCH BOX
T i m b e r l i n e ’s
Lunch Box contains 24-plus
fresh, maintenance-free crickets boxed up
and ready to go on the retail shelf. The
packaging of each Lunch Box is clear
plastic, so retailers and customers can
see what’s inside without having to
worry about escapees. Each Lunch Box
comes clearly marked with a “born on”
date, allowing for seven days of shelf
life, and customers get approximately
seven days of home use, often more.
www.timberlinefresh.com
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K-REX KLEANBOWL
K-Rex Kleanbowl is the
healthier Biodegradable
Reptile Bowl specially
created for reptiles. It will
improve reptiles’ quality of life by eliminating
bacteria and viruses that will reduce the
risk of spreading these to owners and to other reptiles. It features a plastic holder to secure the disposable Nourish-Pet Kleanbowl
refill in place to prevent pets from removing,
eating, spilling or damaging the bowl.

REPTOHEAT
The Tetrafauna ReptoHeat Dual Temp Basking Heater provides
two safe and easy ways
to set up and mount
this innovative basking
heater. It provides a variety
of reptiles with the proper basking heat. The heaters have been dialed in to ensure that whatever the
pet, it will have the best basking heat for its needs.
www.tetra-fish.com

www.kinninc.com

T-REX SUPPLEMENTS
T-Rex offers a wide range of supplements for
reptiles, including 2:1, 2:0 and Bone Aid Microstick. Enriched for better absorption, 2:1 and
2:0 are high-quality calcium supplements that
result in better health, strength and longevity.
Bone Aid Microstick is an ultra-fine, high-quality calcium that is finely ground, which enables
it to stick to crickets, so its absorption is guaranteed.
www.t-rexproducts.com

FLUKER’S SUN GLOW
COIL BULBS

REPTILE RAVINES
Reptile Ravines are a unique yet functional decoration. They provide basking and hiding spots and a beautiful
3D look for the terrarium. With a quality
poly resin construction, they will not tip
over with the weight of the animal. Purchase all four for a complete terrarium
or vivarium landscape.
www.junglebobsreptileworld.com

NATURAL DOG PARK PRODUCTS

Under natural conditions, the
sun produces ultraviolet B
(UVB) radiation. UVB radiation
is needed to produce vitamin D.
In captivity, reptiles that have
poor lighting conditions can develop life-threatening diseases.
Sun-Glow Coil Bulbs produce
essential UVB radiation for captive reptiles and amphibians.
The bulbs should be used in
combination with Fluker’s incandescent bulbs that regulate
the environmental temperature.
Desert (10.0 UVB) or Tropical (5.0
UVB) versions available.
www.flukerfarms.com

GymsForDogs.com
sales@GymsForDogs.com
800.931.1562
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BETTING ON BIRDS
When it comes to pet birds, the cage is the basic product. However, it’s
the other items—food, toys and health products—that go a long way
in keeping these companion animal healthy and happy. Avian manufacturers have dedicated years of research to perfect their species-specific
foods and supplements. And the detail that’s been put into today’s toys
is important as the right foraging and chew toys will keeping a bird
highly entertained and feeling content in its forever home.

TROPICAL PUNCH
COCKTAIL
Made in the USA, the
Tr o p i c a l P u n c h
Cocktail bird toy
#HB872 is a party in a cup for birds.
It is made with a real
paper Hawaiian-themed
c u p a n d e n co u ra g e s
birds’ natural instinct to
forage and play with its
colorful and fun design. It
includes all sorts of treats and lots
of shred-able, natural toy parts.
www.aecageco.com

VITA PRIMA
SUN DROPS
Vita Prima Sun Drops
are advanced liquid
vitamin supplements
that are designed species-specifically, with
Sun Drops for Birds
enriched with Vitamin A and Sun
Drops for Small Animals enriched with
Vitamin C. Added directly to a pet’s food
or water, these high potency multivitamins are easy to use and taste great!

AVIAN ORGANICS HOOKBILL
Avian Organics Small Hookbill No
Sunflower mix is USDA Organic certified and great for special dietary
needs, such as overweight eating
habits. This blend packs a delicious
and nutritious taste with added
almonds and cashews. Your hookbill companions will be sure to
appreciate the clean quality and
all-natural ingredients in this mix.
www.seedfactory.com

www.vitakraftsunseed.com

WOODCOINCOIL
The WoodCoinCoil is created for the companion parrot that’s a strong chewer and that enjoys bead-popping. This toy is a stainless steel wire that’s loaded
with several thick maple wood coins, lots of colorful
donut beads, plastic rings and jumbo beads. It’s finished off with a colored plastic chain tail.
www.greenfeatherbirdsupply.com
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INTUNE HARMONY
Higgins Premium Pet Foods is the manufacturer of inTune Harmony, the only
seedless extruded bird food and treat in
one. inTune Harmony is a symphony of
nutritious morsels, fruits, vegetables and
nuts. It brings together fun shapes with
naturally sourced colors for a diet free of
artificial preservatives and flavors with
the added benefits of protected probiotics and balanced Omega-3 and 6 to support the immune system. Available for
companion birds, from canaries to macaws, in attractive, re-sealable packaging.
www.higginspremium.com

TOP’S MINI PELLETS
Measuring just 3/32 inches in diameter
and resembling a small jewelry bead,
the Mini Pellets are USDA Organic Certified and made with the same ingredients as the company’s other pellet sizes.
Like their larger siblings, the Minis are
all natural and free from fillers, like corn,
soy and peanuts, as well as artificial
ingredients and sugars. The Minis are
packaged in white, stand up pouches
that complement the company’s existing gold and silver packaging so customers can clearly differentiate between
the Large, Small and Mini pellet sizes.
www.topsparrotfood.com
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BACK STORY

collar company

PRODUCTS
PETS LOVE
COLLAR Company has
learned that simplicity is
the way to client’s heart.

P

et Age recently spoke with Yuriy Sinitsa, founder of COLLAR Company, to learn more about teamwork,
product development and client support.
How has the coronavirus pandemic
affected COLLAR Company?
A: When the coronavirus crisis started we

revised the functions of each department and
focused the employees on the tasks useful for
COLLAR Company there and then. We rejected all that wasn’t important.
Simultaneously the COLLAR Company
started the mapping process. The managers
wrote down their actions. At the end of each
day and week we made conclusions about the
effectiveness. After two months of emergency mode work we revised and simplified the
management scheme of the company. We
made it three times simpler by erasing one
level and leaving only the essential functions.
The team, from the employee to TOP team,
started to understand their main tasks better.
The effectiveness of the team increased by
several times.
How would you describe the
creative process of a COLLAR
Company product?
A: The manufacturing process is consisted of

12 stages—from the task setting to logistics.
The simplicity principle works here as well.
Visualization and design: an innovative product should have a simple and appealing design. The pinnacle of the innovative design is
a solid full-functioning product made from a
single material. Such products have infinite
life cycles and are fundamental to humanity.
Fork, spoon or plastic chair are made that
way. When you manage to create such product, you may call yourself a market revolutionary.
Name: it is important to come up with a
self-marketing name for the new product.
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The main demands are: one word and no
more than six letters.
Marketing: the perfect pitch should contain
one message, the client don’t memorize more.
Our product pitches have pre-installed marketing (AiryVest — the lightest dog vest in
the world, PicoSoft — the world first flexible
aquarium LED lamp). We rely on word of
mouth marketing: the people share information because they are genuinely interested. A
good example of such approach is PULLER
— dog fitness tool, created in 2011. This set
of two purple rings is absolutely full-functional. The simplicity of the exercises available for
any dogs made it popular in dozens of countries. In 2012 the new dog sport — Dog Puller — emerged on the basis of those exercises.
It became popular from Japan to Canada and
the two World Championships have been
handled already.
Logistics: logistics needs to fulfill the clients’
demand as soon as possible. The COLLAR
Company manufacturing has adopted LEAN
instruments and the full production cycle now
is 7 days instead of 45. The warehouses in the
client’s region also help to make the delivery
faster. COLLAR Company has its warehouses
in Poland, Spain, USA, China and Russia.
This is the way you make sure that the client
always has enough of your essential products.
The simplicity approach works also in the pet
shops. The core of the COLLAR Company
commercial offer is a ready-made solution for
the client: the most popular accessories and

all the necessary trade equipment. This is the
way we help to promote and sell our products
in pet shops.
For example: after our agreement with NASA
that allowed us to place their logo on WAUDOG products we developed special trade
equipment for it to provide better placement
of WAUDOG NASA accessories.
The main purpose of trade equipment is to
highlight the key products and increase sales,
not only hang them somewhere.
Why is direct communication
between COLLAR Company and
consumers important to you?
A: A manufacturer who deals with reclama-

tion issues is a great aid for pet shop owners.
They have only to sell the products then. It’s
better to have a single phone or email printed
on the package for the customer to contact,
not bothering the pet shop. The lifetime warranty principle works in COLLAR Company
for a set of aquarium products and TM WAUDOG accessories hardware. The EVOLUTOR products — the most durable collars
and leashes — are fully covered with global
lifetime warranty.
For 25 years of COLLAR Company being in
the pet products market, I understood that it
is extremely hard to make a simple thing. But
if you managed to create it and your product
or service is simple for the end users, they will
gladly accept it and love it. PA
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Find out more at

ChasingOurTails.com
978-852-0667 • elena@nepetproducts.com

